

























the Maximum Clique Problem
Hiroaki Nakanishi
Abstract
The Maximum Clique Problem is well-known to be a typical NP-complete problem,
and hence it is believed to be impossible to solve it in polynomial-time. Therefore, it
is important to establish a reasonable sucient condition under which the maximum
clique problem can be proved to be polynomial-time solvable. It is known that the
maximum clique problem is polynomial-time solvable on some special graphs such
as; Planar Graph, Chordal Graph, and so on. There was, however, no quantative
reasonable sucient condition on general graphs for this polynomial time solvability.
In this study, rst we propose a basic depth-rst-search algorithm for solving the
maximum clique problem based on CLIQUES (E. Tomita, A. Tanaka, H. Takahashi:
Theoretical Computer Science, 2006) that enumerates all maximal cliques. Following
the result, we improve the condition of polynomial-time solvability of this basic al-
gorithm by adding stronger bounding methods step by step. Finally we prove that:
given a graph G = (V;E) of jV j = n and whose maximum degree is , if  is less
than or equal to 3:177d lgn (d  0: a constant), then the maximum clique problem
is solvable in the polynomial time of O(n1+d).
In addition, we prove the following extended result: given a graph G = (V;E) of
jV j = n and n0  2, if deg(v) is less than or equal to 3:177d lgn (d  0: a constant)
for the minimum degree vertex v in any connected subgraphs G(C) ( C  V ) of
jCj = n0, then the maximum clique problem is solvable in the polynomial time of
O(nmaxf2;1+dg). This greatly relaxes the condition in the sense that if C is a connected
subgraph of jCj = n0, then any vertex v 2 C except the minimum degree vertices in
C is free from any condition. In conclusion, this thesis proposes a new paradigm for
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NP????, ???? NP?????????????????, ?????????
???????? [42], [111]. ???????, NP????, NP??????????
????????????????????, ?? NP???????? 1??????
???????????????????, ??? NP???????????????
???, ??, P=NP (P 6= NP ??????)????????. ???, ?? P 6= NP
???????????????????????????????, ?? NP????
???, ??????????????????????????, ????? [42]??
?????, ?????????????????????.
???????? G = (V;E)????, G?????????? Q????, Q??
??? 2????????????, Q???????????. ????, Q????
jQj?, ???? Q???????. ??, G???????? Q??????????
??????????, Q?????????????. ???????? G, ????
k ????, G?????????, ???? k ??????????????????
?????, ???????????. ???????? [42], ????????????
??????? [42] ?, Karp ??????? NP ???????? 21 ????? NP
????? 1???? [59]. ???????????????????, ???????
? G??, ?????????????????????, ?????????????,
? 1? ?? 2
??????? NP????? 1???? [11]. ??, ???????????????
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?????, NP????, NP?????????????????????????
??????????, ??????????????????????? (??, ???
???)???????????????????????????. ??, ??????
?????, ???????????????????????? [122].
???????? G = (V;E)????, ????????????????????
?, G????? V ????????????, ??????????????????
??????????????. jV j = n????, ?????????????O(2n)-
?? *1 ???, ???????????.
1977?, Tarjan-Trojanowski???????????????, O(2n=3)-?? [97]?
????????. ???????????????, ???? ( Branch & Bound ) ?,
???????? ( Branch & Reduce ) ???????????. ???, ????? (
Branching rule )?, ????? ( Bounding rule )?, ?? ????? ( Reduction
rule )????, ???????????????????????????. ??? 2
????????????, ??????????????.
*1 O() : ???, ????? f(n); g(n), ????? P (n)????,
f(n) = O(P (n)  g(n))
?????, ??? P (n)???????,
f(n) = O(g(n))
?????.
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????????, ??????? ( ??, ????????) ?, ??????, ??
????? (??, ???? )?????.







?????, ???????? ( Branching Algorithm [39] )???. ????????
???????, ????????????????????????
???????????????????, ???????. ??, ?????????
????????, ??? n???????????????????????????
? T (n)???. ??? n????, ???????? r ??????????????,
??????????.
T (n)  T (n1) + T (n2) +   + T (nr) + P (n) (ni < n, 1  i  r)
r ?????, ???? ( ?? )???????????. (???, ????????
????????? / ??? ???????? 2???????, ??. )
n1; n2; :::; nr ?????????????????????, ????????? n?
??????. ?? ( ?? )???, ???????????????, ?????? r,
????? ni ??????????????.
???? P (n)? n???????, ???????????????????.
???????????????, ???????????????????????
???, ????????????????. ??????????????.
???????????????? ( ?? ) ??????????. ??????
??, ?????????????????????????????. ?????
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1986?, Jian? O(20:304n)-?? [54] ????????.
??? 1986?, Robson? O(20:296n)-?? [93] ????????. ????????
?????????, ????????????????????. Robson???? [93]
????, ????????????????????? O(20:276n)-????????
??.
1999?, Beigel? O(20:290n)-?? [8] ????????.
2001?, Robson?????????????????, O(2n=4)-?? [94]( Technical
Report )????????.
???????????????????????, ???????????????
?? r , ??????? n1; n2; :::; nr ????????????. ??, ???????
?????????? n ?????????.
2006 ?, Fomin ???? [37] ????, ?????????????? Measure
& Conquer ????????????????. ??, ?????????????
O(20:406n)-?????????????????????????Measure & Conquer
????????????????, ??????????????? O(20:298n)-
??????????????? [37]. ???, Fomin ????????????,
O(20:288n)-?????????? [37]. ?????, ???????????????
???????.
Measure & Conquer? [37], [38], [39]?, ??????????????????.
???, ??? G = (V;E) ????????????????, ???????
W  V ?, ???????? v ??? / ???? ????????????. ????
??? W   fvg ?, W ??????? v ??????????W 0  W ??????
?. ????, ??????,
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??????, ??????????? ?? / ????????????, ??????
?????????.
??????, ???????, ????????????????????????
???. ???, ?? v ??????????????, v ??????????????
? 1 ??????. ???????????????????? ( ?? )???????
???????, ?????????????? ( ?? )??????????????
??. ???, ?????????????????????, ???????????
???????.
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?????, ???????????????????, ??, ???????????
???????????.
????, ?? NP????????, ?????????????????, ????
????????????????????????????.
??????????, ???????? (???, ??????????)?????,
?????????, ?????????????????????????????.
??????????????????????????, ????????????
????, ???????????????????????????? [57], [26], [27],






???????? [42], [29], ??????? [43], ??????????? [36], ???
???? [44], ???????????? [9], [45], ????????????? [60]?
??, ???????????????, ????????????????????
?????????????????? ??????? [43], ??????? [44], ??
?????????? [45], ??????????? [46], ????????? [72], ??
?????????? [76], ????????????? [2].
???, ??????????????????, ????????????.
??, ?????????? ??????????, ??????????????
??????????????????? [42]???????. ?????, ??? n?
??????? O(n log n)-????????????????? [71]. ??, ?????
?????????????, ????????? O(n)-??????????????
?????.
??, k = 3????????????? O(m1:41)-?????????? [3]????
? 1? ?? 10
m???????????, ????????? k?????????????????
?????????????. ???? ??? 2???????, ?????????
?????????????????? [42].
2010?, ???????? (1) ( ?? [78] )????, ?? [102]?????????
??????? CLIQUES ?????, ??????????????????????
??. ????????????, ???? (1)?????, ?????????????
?????????????????.
???? n, ????   1?????????, ?   2:495d lgn (d  0:??)?
??????, ????????? O(n2+d)-????????. ?
??, ??????????????, ???????????????????, ??
??????????????????. ???, ?? d ???????? d = 1???




?? O(20:40079n)-?? ???, Measure & Conquer ????????????, Fomin
???????? [37] ? O(20:406n) -??????????????.
???????, ???? (1)?????????????????????????
????, ???? (2)-(5)????????????????????. ???????
??????.
2011 ?, ???? (2) ( ?? [80] ) ?????, ??????????? 2:495 ?,
2:613 ?????. ??, ????????????, O(n2+d) ? O(n1+d), ??????




??? 2011?, ???? (3) ( ?? [81] )?????, ???? (1)????????
???, ???? (2) ?????????????, ???? (2) ??????? 2:613
?, 2:773 ?????.
? 1? ?? 11
??????????????, ????????????????????????
?? O(20:3606n)-?? ???.
2012?, ???? (4) ( ?? [82] ) ?????, ???????????????, ?
??? (3) ??????? 2:773 ?, 2:994 ?????.
????????????????, ??????????????????????
???? O(20:334n)-?? ???.
2014?, ???? (5) ( ?? [83] ) ?????, ???? (4)???????????
????????, ?????????.
???? n, ????   1?????????, ?   3:177d lgn (d  0:??)?
??????, ????????? O(n1+d)-????????. ?
??????????????, ????????????????????????
??, O(20:3147n)-?????.




??????, ???? n??????????, ??????????,
O(2cn)-?? (0 < c < 1 : ??)
???????????????????????, ????????????
  1=(c+ )  d lgn (  > 0: ?? )
????????, O(n1+d)-??????????. (???, ???  ?, O(2cn) ??
???, O() ??????????????????.  ??????????, ? 2?,
2.2????????. )
???, ???? (5)?????????????? ( ??, c ????????) ??
??????????????????????, ???????? 1=(c+ ) ????
???????. ??, ????????????????????????, ?? [116]
?????????????????,
1=(0:2633 + )
???. ( ????????, ? 3?, 3.6???????? )
? 1? ?? 12
???? (1)-(5)????, ??? c ??????, ????????????????
???????????????????????, ????? [116]????????
?????????????????????????.
??????, ??????? n?????????????, ?? c???????
?????????????????????????, ???????????.
??, ????????????????????, ???????????????
??????, ????????????????????. ???, ?????????
???????????, ?????????????.
????????, ???? (5)???????, ?????????? ??????
???????.
?????? G = (V;E) ????, (v; w) 2 E ????? 2 ?? v; w 2 V ???
deg(v)?? deg(w)????????????.
minfdeg(v); deg(w)g  3:177d lgn (d  0 : ??).
????, G ????????????? O(n2+maxf1;dg) ????????????
??. ?
???, ?? 2??????????????, ?????????????????
??????????????. ????????????, ???????????
????????????. ???, ???????????, 3.177 ????????
?????, ??????????????????????(???????, 2011?,
?? [79] ?????????????????. ?????????????????
2:994????. )
?????????????, ?????????????????????????
????????????????????, ?? 3.177????????, ?????
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????????????. ???, ????????????????, 0  d  1??
??? O(n3), d > 1????? O(n2+d)???. ???, ?????????????
???????????? 1??????. ????????, ???????????
?????????, ?????????.
?????? G = (V;E) ????, (v; w) 2 E ????? 2 ?? v; w 2 V ???
deg(v)?? deg(w)????????????.
minfdeg(v); deg(w)g  3:177d lgn (d  0 : ??).
????, G ????????????? O(nmaxf2;1+dg) ????????????
??. ?
?????????, 0  d  1?????? O(n2), ??????????????
????????????????????.
???????????????, ?????????????, ????????.
???? n0  2??????????????? G(C) ( C  V ) ????, C ??
?????? v ?,
deg(v)  3:177d lgn (d  0:??)
??????, ????????? O(nmaxf2;1+dg)????????????. ?
???, ???? 2 ????????????, ??? 3 ????????????
????????????????. ????, ????????????????
?????????????????????????????. ???, ?????
n0 = 3; 4; :::?????, ????????????????????.
1.2 ??????
????, 8????????????? 1???????, ?????, ????, ?
?, ???????, ?????????, ???, ?????????????????
? 2 ??????, ????????????, ?????, ???????????
?. ?????????????????????????????????????,
?????.
? 3??????, ??????????????? CLIQUES [98], [99], [101], [102]
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?????, ??????????????????MCP0 ????, ????????
?????????????, ????????, ?????????????????
?????????????. ??, ? 4-7??????, ??????????????
?????????????????, ??????????????????????
????????.
? 4??????, ? 3????????MCP0 ????, \???????????
?????? ?????????????????????MCP1 ????, ????
????????????????.
? 5??????, ? 4????????MCP1 ????????, \???????
???????????????????, ????????????????????
??MCP01 ????, ????????????????????????????.
? 6??????, ? 3????????MCP0 ????, ? 4???????, ? 5
????????????
\??????????????????????, \???????????, ?? \?
??????????????? 2 ???????????????????????
MCP2 ????, ?????????????????????????????.




? 8??????, ? 7?????????????????, ??????????
???????????????.





?? 2.1.1 ????????, ?????????????? G = (V;E) ?????
?. ???, V ?????, E  V  V ???????.
G = (V;E), ?? V 0  V ????, ???,
G0 = ( V 0; E \ (V 0  V 0) )
?, G? V 0 ?????????????. ????, ?? G(V 0)????.
??, ?????????????????? (?????)???????????
??????.
??, ?? 2.1.2 - 2.1.8 ????, V ???? G = (V;E) ????? V ???.
?? 2.1.2 W  V ??????????W ?,
W = fw1; w2; :::; wjW jg
???????, 1  i  j  jW j????,
W [i; j] = fwi; wi+1; :::; wjg
?????.
?? 2.1.3 v 2 V ???? v ????,
  (v) = fu 2 V j(u; v) 2 Eg ( 63 v )
? 2? ???? 16
?????. ??   (v) ?, G = (V;E) ???? v ????????????????
??,
deg(v) = j  (v)j
?, ?? v ? G??????, ???? v ??????.
G???????? G(V 0) ( V 0  V )????,
j  (v) \ V 0j
?, ?? v ? G(V 0)?????????.
?? 2.1.4 W  V ????????W = fw1; w2; :::; wjW jg????,
^
  (W ) =   (w1) \   (w2) \    \   (wjW j)
?????. ??, ^  (W )?W ?????????????????????????
??.
?? 2.1.5 V 0  V ???????????,
fv01; v02; :::; v0jV 0jg
???. V 0 ????,
(v0i; v
0
i+1) 2 E ( 1  i  jV 0j )
???????, G(V 0)??? v01 ???? v0jV 0j ??????. ????, ?? V 0 ???
??????.
?? 2.1.6 ???? C  V ??????????? G(C)????, v; w 2 C ???
?? 2 ??????, ?? v ???? w ??????????, G(C) ???????
??.
?? 2.1.7 ????? Q  V ???? ??????? G(Q)????,
??? v; w 2 Q (v 6= w)???? (v; w) 2 E
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???????W  V ?????????? G(W )???????????? (??
?)? !(W )????
?? 2.1.8 ????????????????, ????????G?????? k?





?? 2.2.1  ? 0 <  < 0:00001 ?????, ?? m ???????. ??, ???
C 0 > 0 ?,
C 0  m!(ln 2)m
????????????. ????, ??????  ????,
m < C 02.
(??) ??, ?? x???? f(x)?
f(x) = C 02x   xm
???????, 1  i  m????,
(2x)0 = ln 22x,
??,
(xm)(i) = m(m  1)(m  2)    (m  i+ 1)xm i,
???,
f (i)(x) = C 0(ln 2)i2x  m Pixm i,
f (i)(0) = C 0(ln 2)i > 0.
????? C 0 ??????,
f (m)(x)
= C 0(ln 2)m2x  m!xm m
? 2? ???? 18
 C 0(ln 2)m  m!
 0.
???, x  0???? f (m)(x)  0???, f (m 1)(x)? x  0??????????
??. ?????,
f (i)(0) > 0, ( 1  i  m ),
??,
f (m 2)(x); :::; f (1)(x)
???????????, f(x)? x  0????????????.
??, f(0) > 0???????, x  0???? f(x) > 0???????,   1??
??,
m < C 02. 2
?? 2.2.1 ?, ???? 3-7????????????????????,




??, ??????????????????????, ?? 2.2.1 ???????,
 = 0:0003, m = 3, ??,
C 0 = 6:7  1011(> 3!(ln 20:0003)3 )
?????.
?? 2.2.2 ??? n  1????,
(lgn)2<(lge)n.
(??) ???? x???? f(x)?,
f(x) = (lge)x  (lgx)2
?????. ??, 0 < f(1) < f(2) < f(3) < f(4)???.
f 0(x) = lge(1  2  lgxx ),
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f 00(x)




= 2lge  lnxln2 lgex2
= 2lge  lgelnx lgex2
= 2(lge)2  lnx 1x2 .
???, f 00(x) > 0? x  4??????????, f 0(x)? x  4?????????
???. ?? f 0(4) = 0?????, x  4???? f 0(x)  0 ?????. ??? f(x)
? x  4????????????. ?? n  5???????????.
????, ??? n  1??????????????. 2
?????, ?????????????????????????, ???????
??????.
?? 2.2.3 ??? G = (V;E)????, W 0;W  V ???,
W 0 W ??????,
!(W 0)  !(W ).
(??) ??????????????. 2
?? 2.2.3?????????????.
?? 2.2.4 ??? G = (V;E)????, W;W 0  V ???,
R :=W 0  W
???. ???????????.
!(W 0) > !(W )
??????,
W 0 ????????? R?????????? 1???.
(??) ??, ??, W 0 ????????? R????????????,
!(W 0)  !(W ).
???.
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??, Q?W 0 ??????????????,
Q \R = ;
??????.
R?W ??????W 0 ????????????,
Q W .
???, ?? 2.2.3???,
!(W 0) = jQj  !(W ). 2
??, ?????????.
?? 2.2.5 ???, ??? G = (V;E)???? 2???????? SG; SG0  V ?
???,
R := SG  SG0
???. ???????????.
(1) jRj  1 ??????,
!(SG)  !(SG0) + 1.
(2) jRj  2 ???,
!(SG) > !(SG0) + 1
???????, SG????????????, R?????????? 2???.
(??) (1) ?? R  SG?????,
!(SG)
 !(SG R) + !(R)
 !(SG R)+1!(SG0)+1. (?? 2.2.3???. )
(2) ???????. ??, SG??????????? Q ????,
jQ \Rj  1
??????,
!(SG)  !(SG0) + 1
???????.
!(SG)
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= !(SG R) + !(Q \R)
 !(SG R) + 1






??, 3.2?????, ??????????????????????, ??????
?????, ??, ???????????????.
?? 3.3?, ?? 3.4??????, ???????????????????????
?????????.




??????, ?????? 4???????????????, ?????????
?????. ?????????, ?????????????????????, ???
????, ????????????????????.
3.2 ??????MCP0
???????????????, ?????????????? MCP0 ?????
?? 1???.
??????MCP0 ?, ??? G = (V;E)?????, G????????????
? 3? ??????MCP0 23
?????? 1 MCP0
0000: procedure MCP0(G)
0100: global Q size, Qmax size;
0200: begin
0300: Q size := 0, Qmax size := 0;
0400: EXPAND(V )
0500: return Qmax size
0600: end fof MCP0g
0700: procedure EXPAND(SUBG)
0800: begin
0900: if SUBG 6= ; then
1000: u := a vertex in SUBG that
maximizes j  (u) \ SUBGj;
1100: SUBGu :=   (u) \ SUBG;
1200: EXTu := SUBG  fug   SUBGu;
1300: k := jEXTuj;
1400: let EXTu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg;
1500: Q size := Q size+ jfugj;
1600: EXPAND(SUBGu)
1700: Q size := Q size  jfugj;
1800: for i = 1 to k   1 do
1900: vi := the rst vertex in EXTu;
2000: SUBGvi
:=   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k][SUBGu);
2100: Q size := Q size+ jfvigj;
2200: EXPAND(SUBGvi )
2300: Q size := Q size  jfvigj
2400: od
2500: else fi.e., SUBG = ;g
2600: if Q size > Qmax size then
2700: Qmax size := Q size  
2800: end fof EXPANDg
??????.
MCP0 ?, ?????????? (0000-0600?) ?, ??? EXPAND (0700-2800?)
????????. ????????????,?????????????? EXPAND
?????, ????????????. ? 4-7????????????????, ??
???????????.
????????????, ??? EXPAND ????????. ???????,
EXPAND?????????????.
3.2.1 ????? EXPAND
????? EXPAND ?, G = (V;E) ???????? SUBG  V ??????.
MCP0 ??????, EXPAND????????? (0400?), SUBG = V ???.
EXPAND?, ?????????? SUBG?????????????.
??, Q??????????????. ??, Qmax ???????????????
??????????. SUBG = V ?????, Q = Qmax = ;???. ???????
?????,
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Q size := jQj, Qmax size := jQmaxj
?, ??????????????????????????? (0100?). ???, ??
????????????????????????????????????????
???.
EXPAND?, ??????? SUBG????, G(SUBG)?????????? u?
SUBG?????,
SUBGu :=   (u) \ SUBG
???? (1000-1100 ?). ?? SUBGu ?, SUBG ???? u ???????????
??.
SUBGu ???, ?? u? Q????? (Q := Q [ fug). ???, SUBGu ?????
???? EXPAND??????? (1500-1600?).
?????????? SUBGu = ; ?????????. ???????????
??,
SUBGu ( SUBG ?????. ???, G(SUBG)????????? u,
 = jSUBGuj
????, EXPAND?????????? ??????.
SUBG = ;??????????, Q? jQj = Q size > Qmax size ???????,
Qmax size? Q size?????????. ????????????, u? Q????
(1700?), ????? v ? SUBG???????????? SUBG = ;??????
???. ???????????????????????????????????.
???, ????????? Q = fp0; p1; : : : ; pdg (0  d  jV j) ???????, ???
??????
SUBG = V \   (p0) \   (p1) \    \   (pd)
???. ?????????
fp0; p1; : : : ; pd 1g
?????, EXPAND??????????????? SUBG?, ?????????
pd ???????. ???, ?????????, ?? SUBG??????? EXPAND
????????, ?? pd ???????????.
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3.3 ???????
??? EXPAND?????, ??????? SUBG  V ????, ???????
?????????????.
?? u? G(SUBG)???????????,
SUBGu :=   (u) \ SUBG
???. ??,
EXTu := SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj )
???. ??, EXTu ? SUBG???????, ( u?????) u?????????
?????.
?????????, SUBG?,
fug [ EXTu [ SUBGu
??????. ?????????, EXPAND ??? u ?????, v1 ?????, v2
?????, ... ?, ??????????????????.
u?????, ??,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG
???? EXPAND ??????????????????, EXTu ????????
??. ???, u?????????,
EXTu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj )
???????????, ???????. ??,
SUBGv1 =   (v1) \ SUBG
???, v1 ?????? SUBGv1 ???? EXPAND??????.
v1 ????????, ?? v1 ??????????????????. ???, ?? v2
??????,
SUBGv2 =   (v2) \ (SUBG  fv1g)
???? EXPAND??????. ???????, vi 2 EXTu (1  i  k) ????
vi ??????????, ????????? v1; v2; :::; vi 1 ????????????.
??, 1  i  k ????, ?? vi ??????,
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SUBGvi
=   (vi) \ (SUBG  fv1; v2; :::; vi 1g)
=   (vi) \ ( (fug [ EXTu [ SUBGu)  fv1; v2; :::; vi 1g )
=   (vi) \ ( (fug [ fv1; v2; :::; vkg [ SUBGu)  fv1; v2; :::; vi 1g )
=   (vi) \ (fug [ fvi; vi+1; :::; vkg [ SUBGu)
=   (vi) \ (fug [ EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu)
=   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu). ( (vi; u) =2 E )
???? EXPAND??????. *1
??, u?????, ?? EXTu ????????????????, SUBGu ???
??????????????????? Q????, ????????? Q [ fug?
??????????. ?????, Q  SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG ??????? u?
???????????. ???, ?? u?????, ?? SUBGu ?????????
??????????????, SUBG ?????? SUBGu ???????????
???????????. ???, SUBGu ??????????, ?????????.
????? [19]??????, [58], [63]???????????. ?????????
??????????????.
3.4 ?????????
???, W 0 W ??? 2????W;W 0  V ????,
!(W 0)  !(W ). ( ? 2?, ?? 2.2.3 )
SUBG?????????????, ???????????????????????
???.
EXTu ??????? vk ??????, ???????,
SUBGvk =   (vk) \ (EXTu[k; k] [ SUBGu)
???? EXPAND??????. ??????,
SUBGvk
=   (vk) \ (EXTu[k; k] [ SUBGu)
*1 ???? (4), (5) ?????, EXTu[i; k]? EXTu[i)???????.
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=   (vk) \ (fvkg [ SUBGu)
=   (vk) \ SUBGu ( (vk; vk) =2 E )
 SUBGu
???. ???, ???????? EXTu ?????? vk ??????????.
??,
jSUBGj =  *2
????,
jSUBGuj
= jSUBGj   jfugj   jEXTuj
=    k   1
???. ???????????, ????????????????, EXPAND???
???????, u; v1; :::; vk 1 (? k ?)???????????. ??, SUBG? k ?
??????????, ????????????????    k   1???.
MCP0 ???????????????, ? 3.2?????????????????
?????????????.
3.5 ??
? 3.1???? G = (V;E)??????????MCP0 ??????, ? 3.2??
????????
????????, ????? G????????,





*2 ???? (1)?(5)?????, jSUBGj??????????????, ???????????
???????????????????. ???????, ??????????????????
??????, jSUBGj???????  ????.
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1, 9, 10, 12 (??) 
2, 9, 10
? 3.2 MCP0 ??????????
??? SUBG ???, ?????????????????. ???, ???????
SUBG ????, SUBG ????????????? (depth)? d (0  d  jV j) ??
?. ???? SUBG?,
SUBGd
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????.
? 3.2 ?, ?????????????, SUBG ???????, ?????????
???????????. ???????, ????????????????????
?? 1??????. SUBG0(= V )?????????????????? p0 ????
?, ????? SUBG0 ??????,
  (p0) \ SUBG0
???. ??, ???????,
SUBG1fp0g
?????. ???, ?? p0 ???? G???????? Q?????. 3.2.1????
???, ???, ????????? Q = fp0; p1; : : : ; pdg ( 0  d  jV j ) ??????
?, ?????????




???. ??, d  1????,
SUBGd+1fp0;p1;:::;pdg
=   (pd) \ SUBGdfp0;p1;:::;pd 1g.
???????, ??????????????? p0 ? p1 ?, ??? pi (1  i  d  1)
??????? pi 1 ?? pi+1 ?, pd ? pd 1 ???????????.
?? d0 ( 0  d0  jV j )????,
SUBGd0+1fp0;p1;:::;pd0g = ;
??????, ???? fp0; p1; :::; pd0g????????.




=   (ud) \ SUBGdfp0;p1;:::;pd 1g
= SUBGd+1ud
? 3? ??????MCP0 30
???. ????,
EXT 1u0 = SUBG
0   fu0g   SUBG1fu0g,
EXT d+1ud
= SUBGdfp0;p1;:::;pd 1g   fudg   SUBGd+1ud
???. ??, 0  d  jV j????,
EXT d+1ud = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXT d+1ud j ),
??,
EXT d+1ud [i; k] = fvi; vi+1; :::; vkg (1  i  k)
?????,
SUBGd+1fp0;p1;:::;pd 1;vig
=   (vi) \ (EXT d+1ud [i; k] [ SUBGd+1ud )
= SUBGd+1vi
???. ????????, MCP0 ????, EXT d+1ud ?????? vk ???????
?????. ?????, ????????????????????????????







SUBG0 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g
??, ??????????? 1?????,
SUBG1f1g = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g
???. ???,
EXT 11 = SUBG
0   f1g   f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g = f2; 3; 4; 5g.
???, ??????????,
SUBG00 = f1g [ f2; 3; 4; 5g [ f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g
? 3? ??????MCP0 31
????????????????, ?????? SUBG????, ?????????
????????????? SUBG0 ???.
??, ???????????????????.
SUBG00 ????, ?? 1????????,
SUBG1f1g = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
SUBG2f1;7g = f6; 11; 12g,
EXT 27 = SUBG
1
f1g   f7g   f6; 11; 12g = f8; 9; 10g,
SUBG01f1g = f7g [ f8; 9; 10g [ f6; 11; 12g,
?? 7????????,
SUBG2f1;7g = f6; 11; 12g,
SUBG3f1;7;6g = f11g,
EXT 36 = SUBG
2
f1;7g   f6g   f11g = f12g,




EXT 411 = SUBG
3
f1;7;6g   f11g   ; = ;,
SUBG03f1;7;6g = f11g [ ; [ ;,
11????????,
SUBG4f1;7;6;11g = ;,
???, ???? f1; 7; 6; 11g???. ???, Qmax size := 4???.
???? 1????????????,
EXT 36 = f12g,
?????, EXT 36 ?????? 12??????????.
1?????????,
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EXT 39 = SUBG
2
f1;8g   f10g   ; = ;,
SUBG02f1;8g = f10g [ ; [ ;,
10????????,
SUBG3f1;8;10g = ;,
???, ???? f1; 8; 10g???. ???, jf1; 8; 10gj = 3 < 4?????, Qmax size
????????. 1?????????,
SUBG2f1;9g = f10; 11; 12g,
SUBG3f1;9;10g = f12g,
EXT 310 = SUBG
2
f1;9g   f10g   f12g = f11g,
SUBG02f1;9g = f10g [ f11g [ f12g,
SUBG3f1;9;10g = f12g,
SUBG4f1;9;10;12g = ;,
EXT 412 = SUBG
3
f1;9;10g   f12g   ; = ;,
SUBG03f1;9;10g = f12g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG4f1;9;10;12g = ;, (???? : f1; 9; 10; 12g, ????)
1?????????, 11????????,
1?????????, 10????????,
EXT 11 = f2; 3; 4; 5g,
SUBG1f2g = f3; 4; 5; 7; 9; 10g,
SUBG2f2;3g = f4; 5g,
EXT 23 = SUBG
1
f2g   f3g   f4; 5g = f7; 9; 10g,
SUBG01f2g = f3g [ f7; 9; 10g [ f4; 5g,
SUBG2f2;3g = f4; 5g,
SUBG3f2;3;4g = f5g,
EXT 34 = SUBG
2
f2;3g   f4g   f5g = ;,
SUBG02f2;3g = f4g [ ; [ f5g,
SUBG3f2;3;4g = f5g,
SUBG4f2;3;4;5g = ;,
EXT 45 = SUBG
3
f2;3;4g   f5g   ; = ;,
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SUBG03f2;3;4g = f5g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG4f2;3;4;5g = ;, (????),
2?????????,
EXT 23 = f7; 9; 10g,
SUBG2f2;7g = ;, (????)
SUBG2f2;9g = f10g,
SUBG3f2;9;10g = ;,
EXT 310 = ;,
SUBG02f2;9g = f10g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG3f2;9;10g = ;, (????)
1?????????, 10????????,
1?????????,
SUBG1f3g = f4; 5; 6; 12g,
SUBG2f3;4g = f5; 6g,
EXT 24 = f12g,
SUBG01f3g = f4g [ f12g [ f5; 6g,
SUBG2f3;4g = f5; 6g,
SUBG3f3;4;5g = ;,
EXT 35 = f6g,
SUBG02f3;4g = f5g [ f6g [ ;,
SUBG3f3;4;5g = ;, (????)
2?????????,
SUBG1f4g = f6; 5; 11g,
SUBG2f4;6g = f11g,
EXT 26 = f5g,
SUBG01f4g = f6g [ f5g [ f11g,
SUBG2f4;6g = f11g,
SUBG3f4;6;11g = ;,
EXT 311 = ;,
? 3? ??????MCP0 34
SUBG02f4;6g = f11g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG3f4;6;11g = ;, (????)
2?????????, 5? EXT 11 = f2; 3; 4; 5g???????????, ??????
???????.
?????, MCP0 ??????? G??????????? 4???.
?????? 4-7 ??????, ???????? MCP0 ????????????
??????. ???????, ????????????????????????, ?
?????????????.
3.6 ?????????
???????? G = (V;E)????, MCP0 ?????????????. ???,
??????????? EXPAND(V )????????????????.
??, T (jSUBGj) ? SUBG  V ???? EXPAND(SUBG) ??????????
?. ???,




EXPAND0(SUBG): ?????? 1???? EXPAND(SUBG)????, 1600?
? EXPAND(SUBGu)?? 2200?? EXPAND(SUBGvi)????? EXPAND(;)?
???????????.
EXPAND0(SUBG)??????????, ?????????.
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?? 3.6.1 ????????????? G = (V;E)????, SUBG  V , ?? u?
G(SUBG)????????????, ?????????????.
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
EXTu[i; k] = fvi; vi+1; :::; vkg (1  i  k), ??,
SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu).
????, EXPAND0(SUBG)????????? O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj2) ???.
(??) ??, ????????? ???, ???????.
  1?????:
1000???????????????, SUBG?????????????????
??????????, ?????????????? O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj)-????
??????.
1100-1700 ?????????, ???? O(jSUBGj)-??????????. 1900-
2300????? for???????, ????
O(jSUBGvi j2)  O(jSUBGuj2)-????????????, 1800-2400 ?????
for???????????,
O(jSUBGuj2  jEXTuj) = O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj2)
-??????????. 2500-2700?????????? O(jSUBGj)-????????





???, ???????? EXPAND0(SUBG)???????, O(jSUBGj) ???.
(?????, ? 4-7????????????????, ?????????. )2
?? 3.6.1?????, EXPAND0(SUBG)?????????, ???? C ????
CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2 ???.
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?????, ?????????.
?? 3.6.2 ???? SUBG??????????????, EXPAND(SUBG)???
????? T (jSUBGj)????, ?? u? G(SUBG)????????????, ??
???????????.
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
EXTu[i; k] = fvi; vi+1; :::; vkg (1  i  k)???,
SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu).
??, jSUBGuj = ???.
????, ???????.
 = 0?????:
T (jSUBGj)  CjSUBGj.
  1?????:
T (jSUBGj)  T (jSUBGuj) +
k 1X
i=1
T (jSUBGvi j) +CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2: (3.6.1)
(??) ??? EXPAND(SUBG)???, ???????? C ????????. 2
????????????????????, ????????? G(SUBG)????
?????????.
?? 3.6.3 ???? SUBG  V ????, jSUBGj = , C 0 = 104C ???. ???
?, EXPAND(SUBG) ???????? T (jSUBGj) ???????.
T (jSUBGj)  C 020:40083.
( ??) ???   1??????????????.
??,  = 1?????, ???????????.
??, ??   1?????????????, ??????????????. ??,
T (jSUBGj)C 020:40083.
????????, jSUBGj = +1?????????. ??, u? G(SUBG)???
??????????,
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SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG
???. ???? jSUBGuj   ???.
?? 3.6.2 ???, jSUBGuj = 0 ????????????????. ???, ??
??,
jSUBGuj =    k ( 0  k <  )
??? (? 4??7?????????????????). ????,
jEXTuj
= jSUBG  fug   SUBGuj
= jSUBGj   jfugj   jSUBGuj




 T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 1
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 1
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + CjSUBGj3
((+1) ( k)  1)  T (jSUBGuj) + CjSUBGj3
((+1) ( k)  1)  C 020:4008( k)( k)3+C( + 1)3
< kC 020:4008( k)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3




< C 0( k
20:4008k
+ 10 4)20:4008( + 1)3.








??, f(0) < f(1) < f(2) < f(3) < f(4) < 1:3166????
??,









??, x > 4???? f 0(x) < 0???, ????? f(x)? x > 4??????????
?. ??, k
20:4008k
< 1:3166 ?????? k  0????????.
????, ????????.
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< (1:3166 + 0:0001)C 020:4008( + 1)2
= 1:3167C 020:4008( + 1)2
< 20:4008C 020:4008( + 1)2 ( ???, 20:4008 = 1:3203::: )
= C 020:4008(+1)( + 1)2.
????, ??????? jSUBGj =  + 1???????????????????,
???????????,   1????????  ???????????. 2
??????, ???????????????.
?? 3.6.1 ??? jV j = n, ????  1?????????, ???? C 0 = 104C ,
C 00 = 6:7  1011, ???. ???? ?,
  2:493d lgn (d  0:??)





 T (jSUBGuj) + T (jSUBGv1 j) + T (jSUBGv2 j) +   + T (jSUBGvk 1 j) + Cn2.
???, ?? 3.6.3???,
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T (n)
 nC 020:40083 + Cn2.
????? C 00 ???, ????? 2.2.1??,
T (n)
= n  C 020:40083 + Cn2
< n  C 020:4008  C 0020:0003 + Cn2
= nC 0C 0020:4011 + Cn2.
???,   2:493d lgn???????,
T (n)
< nC 0C 0020:4011 + Cn2
 nC 0C 0020:40112:493d lgn + Cn(2:493d lgn)2
< nC 0C 00nd + 6:216Cn(lgnd)2.
???, ?? 2.2.2???, (lgn)2< (lge)n ???????, ((lgn)2)d< ((lge)n)d ???
??. ???,
T (n)
< C 0C 00n1+d + 6:216Cn((lge)n)d
< C 0C 00n1+d + 6:216(lge)dCn1+d
= (C 0C 00 + 6:216(lge)dC)n1+d.
??, T (n) = O(n1+d)???. 2
???, ?? 3.6.1????, O(20:288n)-????????????????????
??????????????? [37]?????????, ????????   1?
???, ?? 3.6.1????? 2:493? 3:468??????, ????????????.
??, ?? [37] ????????????????? O(20:288n) ????????
??,
T ()????, ??? D ?????m????,
T ()  D20:288m
?????. ???,  = 0:0003????? ????,
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D0 = m!(ln 2)m





< DD020:288  2
= DD02(0:288+).
= DD020:2883.
??????, ???? A??????. ??, ?????????? 3:468?, ????
????.
1=0:2883 = 3:468::: > 3:468.
[??A] ??? n  1????????, ????????   1 ????,
  3:468  d lg n (d  0: ??)
??????, ????????? O(n1+d)-??????????.
(??)? (3.6.1)???? SUBG = V ???,
SUBGu =   (u) \ V ,
EXTu = V   fug   SUBGu




 T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 1
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + C2  n.
??, jSUBGvi j  jSUBGuj  ???.
???, ????? SUBGu, SUBGvi (1  i  k   1) ????, ?? [37]?????
???????. ?????, ????,
T () < DD020:2883
?????,
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T (n)
< (n  1)DD020:2883 + C2  n
< nDD020:2883 + C2  n.
???,   3:468d lgn????,
T (n)
 nDD020:28833:468d lgn + C  (3:468d lg n)2  n
< nDD0nd + C  (3:468 lg nd)2  n
< nDD0nd + 12:028C(lg nd)2  n.




< DD0n1+d + 12:028(lg e)Cn1+d
< (DD0 + 12:028  1:45C)n1+d





????, ?????????????? MCP0 ???, \????????????
???????????????????, ???????????.
d ??? n??????????, ???? ?   2:610d lgn (d  0: ??)??
??????????, ??????????????? O(n1+d) ?????????
?????c
4.2 ??????MCP1
????????? MCP0 ?????, ????????????????????
MCP1 ??????? 2???. MCP0 ???, ???????????, ??????
???????????????.




???????. ???????, ??????????, \?????????????
??????????????????. MCP1 ????MCP0 ????????, 1800
?????
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for i := 1 to k   1
?




0100: global Q size, Qmax size;
0200: begin
0300: Q size := 0, Qmax size := 0;
0400: EXPAND(V )
0500: return Qmax size
0600: end fof MCP1g
0700: procedure EXPAND(SUBG)
0800: begin
0900: if SUBG 6= ; then
1000: u := a vertex in SUBG that
maximizes j  (u) \ SUBGj;
1100: SUBGu :=   (u) \ SUBG;
1200: EXTu := SUBG  fug   SUBGu;
1300: k := jEXTuj;
1400: let EXTu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg;
1401: for i = 1 to k
1402: do
1403: Ui :=   (vi) \ EXTu;
1404: if jUij < k   1 then
1405: swap vi with vk;
1406: swap (EXTu Ui)[1] with vk 1;
1407: i := k + 1
1408: 
1409: od
1500: Q size := Q size+ jfugj;
1600: EXPAND(SUBGu)
1700: Q size := Q size  jfugj;
1800: for i = 1 to k   2 do
1900: vi := the rst vertex in EXTu;
2000: SUBGvi
:=   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu);
2100: Q size := Q size+ jfvigj;
2200: EXPAND(SUBGvi )
2300: Q size := Q size  jfvigj
2400: od
2401: if (vk 1; vk) 2 E then
2402: SUBGTAIL :=
^
  (fvk 1;vkg) \ SUBGu;
2403: ROOT := fvk 1; vkg;
2404: Q size := Q size+ jfROOTgj;
2405: EXPAND(SUBGTAIL)
2406: Q size := Q size  jfROOTgj
2407: 
2500: else fi.e., SUBG = ;g
2600: if Q size > Qmax size then
2700: Qmax size := Q size  




= SUBG  fug   SUBGu
= fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj )
???, EXTu ?????? vk ??????, ?????????. ????????
????????????????????????????????, ???????
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??MCP1 ??????????????????????.
???????, ????????????, ??????????????????,




=   (vk 1) \ (EXTu[k   1; k] [ SUBGu)
=   (vk 1) \ (fvkg [ SUBGu)
???. ???,
R = SUBGvk 1   SUBGu
????,
(vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????,
R = ;,
SUBGvk 1
=   (vk 1) \ SUBGu
 SUBGu
???. ???, ???????? vk 1 ??????????.
??, (vk 1; vk) 2 E ?????,
R = fvkg
???. ???, ? 2?, ?? 2.2.4????,
W = SUBGu,
W 0 = SUBGvk 1
????????, ??????.
?? 4.2.1 !(SUBGvk 1) > !(SUBGu)
????????????, SUBGvk 1 ??????????? vk ????????
???
(??)?? 2.2.4???. 2
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???????, ?? vk 1 ???????????? vk ?????????????
????????????????.
??, (vk 1; vk) 2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL :=
^
  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu
???. ????, ???? fvk 1; vkg [ SUBGTAIL ????????? vk ????





  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu
=   (vk) \ (  (vk 1) \ SUBGu)
=   (vk) \ (  (vk 1) \ (fvkg [ SUBGu))
=   (vk) \ SUBGvk 1
???. ??, SUBGTAIL ? SUBGvk 1 ???, ?? vk ?????????????.
??, ????,
jSUBGTAILj  jSUBGvk 1 j   1
???. ????, ?? vk 1 ??????????, ????????????, ???
?????????. ??,
?(vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????, vk 1 ??????????.
?(vk 1; vk) 2 E ?????, vk 1 ??????, SUBGTAIL
( jSUBGTAILj < jSUBGvk 1 j ) ???? EXPAND??????.
?????????, ?????????????????????????.
?? EXTu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ) ????? vi (1  i  k) ????,
Ui =   (vi) \ EXTu,
??, ?? vi ????? EXTu ???????????.
(1) ?? 1  i  k???? jUij < k  1????????, EXTu ????? vi ???
??????????? 1?????. ???, ????? vi ?????????, ??
vi ? EXTu ??????? vk ??? (swap)? (1405?), ???? (EXTu   Ui)[1],
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?? vi ????????? vk 1 ?????. (1406?)
??????????????, ???? EXTu ????,
(vk 1; vk) =2 E
???. ?????????, EXTu ???? 2?? vk 1 ?? vk ?????????
????.
(2) ??? 1  i  k ???? jUij = k   1?????, (1)????????????
?, 1800-2400????? for???????????????,
(vk 1; vk) 2 E
??? ( ????, G(EXTu)????????? 1???????. ?? G(EXTu)?
??????? ). ??????, SUBGTAIL ?????????????, ?????
?? EXPAND?????. ????????,
ROOT := fvk 1; vkg
???, ?? ROOT ???????????????? (2404?).
?????????????, ?????? 2, 1800????? for?????? k 2
???. ??, (vk 1; vk) =2 E ???????, 2402-2407???????????. ??





???????. ??????MCP0 ????, SUBG? k???????????, ?
???????????????    k   1????. ??????, MCP1 ?????
u; v1; v2; :::; vk 2 ? ( k   1? )?????????????, ???????????
??????????    k   1???.
vk 1 ????????????, ????????????????????????
??    k   2???. ???, \????????????????? ??????, ?
????????????????????????????????.















1 2 5 7 8 9 10 11 12








6 12 11 8
?????????EXPAND??????????????
2, 3, 4, 5 (??)
3







1, 7, 6, 11 (??)
12
12
1, 10, 9, 12 (??)
2, 10, 9
? 4.2 MCP1 ??????????
4.2.2 ??
? 4.1???? G = (V;E) (? 3????????????, ??????) ????
??????MCP1 ??????, ? 4.2??????????
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EXT 1u0 = SUBG
0   fu0g   SUBG1fu0g, ??,
EXT d+1ud
= SUBGdfp0;p1;:::;pd 1g   fudg   SUBGd+1ud
= fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXT d+1ud j )
?????, ????,
^











?????????, ???, vk 1; vk ? SUBGTAIL ?????????????, ?




SUBG0 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
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SUBG1f1g = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
EXT 11 = f2; 3; 4; 5g,
SUBG00 = f1g [ f2; 3; 4; 5g [ f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
???,
jU1j = j  (2) \ EXT 11 j = jf3; 4; 5gj = 4  1,
jU2j = j  (3) \ EXT 11 j = jf2; 4; 5gj = 4  1,
jU3j = j  (4) \ EXT 11 j = jf2; 3; 5gj = 4  1,
jU4j = j  (5) \ EXT 11 j = jf2; 3; 4gj = 4  1,
?????, ??, (1)????????????.
SUBG00 = f1g [ f2; 3; 4; 5g [ f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
SUBG1f1g = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
SUBG2f1;7g = f6; 11; 12g,
EXT 27 = SUBG
1
f1g   f7g   f6; 11; 12g = f8; 9; 10g,
SUBG01f1g = f7g [ f8; 9; 10g [ f6; 11; 12g,
???,
jU1j = j  (8) \ EXT 27 j = jf10gj = 1 < 3  1
?????, ?? 8? 10?, ?? 9? 9???????????.
SUBG01f1g = f7g [ f10; 9; 8g [ f6; 11; 12g,
SUBG2f1;7g = f6; 11; 12g,
SUBG3f1;7;6g = f11g,
EXT 36 = SUBG
2
f1;7g   f6g   f11g = f12g,




EXT 411 = SUBG
3
f1;7;6g   f11g   ; = ;,
SUBG03f1;7;6g = f11g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG4f1;7;6;11g = ;, (??: Qmax size := 4)
2?????????,
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EXT 27 = f10; 9; 8g,
SUBG2f1;10g = f8; 9; 12g,
SUBG3f1;10;9g = f12g,
EXT 39 = SUBG
2
f1;10g   f10g   f12g = f8g,
SUBG02f1;10g = f9g [ f8g [ f12g,
SUBG3f1;10;9g = f12g,
SUBG4f1;10;9;12g = ;,
EXT 412 = SUBG
3
f1;10;9g   f12g   ; = ;,
SUBG03f1;10;9;12g = f12g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG4f1;10;9;12g = ;, (????)
2 ?????????, (9; 8) =2 E ?????, ?? 9 ?? 8 ????????????
??.
1?????????,
EXT 11 = f2; 3; 4; 5g,
SUBG1f2g = f3; 4; 5; 7; 9; 10g,
SUBG2f2;3g = f4; 5g,
EXT 23 = SUBG
01
f2g   f3g   f4; 5g = f7; 9; 10g,
SUBG01f2g = f3g [ f7; 9; 10g [ f4; 5g,
jU1j = j  (7) \ EXT 23 j = j;j = 0 < 3  1,
???????,
SUBG01f2g = f3g [ f10; 9; 7g [ f4; 5g,
SUBG2f2;3g = f4; 5g,
SUBG3f2;3;4g = f5g,
EXT 34 = SUBG
2
f2;3g   f4g   f5g = ;,
SUBG02f2;3g = f4g [ ; [ f5g,
SUBG3f2;3;4g = f5g,
SUBG4f2;3;4;5g = ;,
EXT 45 = SUBG
3
f2;3;4g   f5g   ; = ;,
SUBG03f2;3;4g = f5g [ ; [ ;,
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EXT 39 = SUBG
2
f2;10g   f9g   ; = ;,
SUBG02f2;10g = f9g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG3f2;10;9g = ;, (????)
1?????????, (9; 7) =2 E ?????, ?? 9?? 7??????????.
1?????????,
SUBG1f3g = f4; 5; 6; 12g,
SUBG2f3;4g = f5; 6g,
EXT 24 = SUBG
1
f3g   f4g   f5; 6g = f12g,
SUBG01f3g = f4g [ f12g [ f5; 6g,
SUBG2f3;4g = f5; 6g,
SUBG3f3;4;5g = ;,
EXT 35 = SUBG
2
f3;4g   f5g   ; = f6g,
SUBG02f3;4g = f5g [ f6g [ ;,
SUBG3f3;4;5g = ;, (????)
2?????????, (4; 5) 2 E ?????,
SUBG1TAIL:f4;5g = ;
????????, (????) ????.
?????, MCP1 ??????? G??????????? 4???.
4.3 ?????????
SUBG  V ???? EXPAND(SUBG) ????????? T (jSUBGj) ??
?, ??, ? 3 ??????????????????, ???????????
EXPAND0(SUBG)???, ??????????????.
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EXPAND0(SUBG): ?????? 2 ???? EXPAND(SUBG) ????,
1600 ?? EXPAND(SUBGu), 2200 ?? EXPAND(SUBGvi) ?? 2405 ??
EXPAND(SUBGTAIL) ????? EXPAND(;)????????????.
EXPAND0(SUBG)??????????, ?????????.
?? 4.3.1 ????????????? G = (V;E)????, SUBG  V , ?? u?
G(SUBG)????????????, ?????????????.
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
EXTu[i; k] = fvi; vi+1; :::; vkg (1  i  k)???,
SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu).
????, EXPAND0(SUBG)????????? O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj2) ???.
(??) ? 3????????MCP0????, ?????????? 1401-1409?, ??
2401-2407 ???????????, ???? 3.6.1 ?????????????. ??
????????????????????????????.
1403-1407?????????, ????O(jSUBGuj)-??????????. ???,
1401-1409????? for????, O(jEXTuj  jSUBGuj) = O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj)-?
?????????.
2401-2407 ?????????????, O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj)-?????????
???, EXPAND0(SUBG)????????? O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj2) ???. 2
?? 4.3.1?????, EXPAND0(SUBG)?????????, ???? C ????
CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2 ???.
? 3 ?, ?? 3.6.2 ????, T (jSUBGj) ???????????. ?? SUBG  V
????, ?? u? G(SUBG)????????????, ?????????????.
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
??, (vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL = ;,
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(vk 1; vk) 2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu?
?????????, ???????????.
??, (vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????,
T (jSUBGj)  T (jSUBGuj) +
k 2X
i=1
T (jSUBGvi j) + CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2:
(4.3.1)
????, G(EXTu)???????? 1????????????. ?? G(EXTu)?
????????.
??????, (vk 1; vk) 2 E ?????, G(EXTu)????????. ????,
T (jSUBGj)
 T (jSUBGuj) +
k 2X
i=1




???MCP0 ?????????????, ????????????????. ??
????, MCP1 ??????? \????????????????? ???????
???, G(EXTu) ????????????????????, ??????????
?????????????????????.
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????, ??????????, ?????????.
?? 4.3.2 ???? SUBG  V ????, jSUBGj = , C 0 = 104C ???. ???
?, EXPAND(SUBG) ???????? T (jSUBGj) ???????.
T (jSUBGj) < C 020:38283.
(??)????   1?????????????.
??,  = 1???, ???????????.?
??   1 ?????????????????????????. ???????
?, jSUBGj =  + 1 ??????????
??????, u? G(SUBG)?????????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG
???,
jSUBGuj =    k (0  k < )
???. ????,
jEXTuj
= jSUBG  fug   SUBGuj
= jSUBGj   jfugj   jSUBGuj
= ( + 1)  1  (   k)
= k.
???, jEXTuj??????????????.
(a) jEXTuj = k  2?????:
? (4.3.2)??,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
 T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
 T (   k) + (k   2)T (   k) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + C( + 1)3.
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???,
jSUBGTAILj
 jSUBGvk 1 j   1
 jSUBGuj   1
=    k   1
???. ???,
T ( + 1)
< (k   1)T (   k) + T (   k   1) + C( + 1)3.
?????????,
T ( + 1)
< (k   1)C 020:3828( k)(   k)3 + C 020:3828( k 1)(   k   1)3 + C( + 1)3




+ 10 4)C 020:3828( + 1)3.




??????????? (??? k = 4??????? 1:3033:::???). ???,
T ( + 1)
< (1:3034 + 0:0001)C 020:3828( + 1)3
= 1:3035C 020:3828( + 1)3 ( ???, 20:3828 = 1:3038::: )
< 20:3828  C 020:3828( + 1)3
= C 020:3828(+1)( + 1)3?
?????, k  2???????????????????.
(b) jEXTuj  1?????:
SUBG???????, u?????????????. ???,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< T (jSUBGuj) + CjSUBGj3
< (1 + 0:0001)C 020:3828( k)( + 1)3
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< 20:3828  C 020:3828( + 1)3
= C 020:3828(+1)( + 1)3?
??, ?????????????.
??, ??????????????, ???   1????, ???????. 2
?? 4.3.2???, ???????????????.
?? 4.3.1 ??? jV j = n, ????  1?????????, ???? C 0 = 104C ,
C 00 = 6:7  1011, ???. ???? ?   2:610d lgn (d  0:??)
???????, ?????? MCP1 ????????????????????
O(n1+d)-??????????.





? 3???? 4???????????, \???????????????????
????????????????????, ???????????????????
???????? ??????????, ????????????, ????????
??????
???? n??????????, ?????   2:773d lgn (d  0? ?????
???????????, ??????????????? O(n1+d) ????????
????? . ?
5.2 ??????MCP01
?????? 3 ??????? MCP01 ???. ????????????????
??MCP1 ??????????, \???????????????????????
??????????????, ???????????????? 3????????
MCP0 ?????????. ????, MCP0 ????, MCP01 ??????, ????
?????????????. ??, ???????????????????????
????, ???????????. ??, ?????????????????????
???, ??????????????. (??????????, ??????????.
)
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?????? 3 ??????MCP01
0000: procedure MCP01(G)
/* 0100 - 0500 ? (?) */
0600: end fof MCP01g
0700: procedure EXPAND(SUBG)
/* 0800 - 1400 ? (?) */
/* u ? SUBG ????????,
SUBGu :=   (u) \ SUBG */
1401: Ru := ;;





1404: R := SUBGu SUBGTAIL;
1405: if jRj = 1 then /* Case(a) */
1406: SUBGu := ;
1407: else
1408: if jRj = 2 then /* Case(b) */
1409: if (R[1]; R[2]) 2 E then
1410: SUBGu :=
^
  (R) \ SUBGu;
1411: Ru := R
1412: else SUBGu := ;  
1413:  / Case(c) /
1414: 
1500: Q size := Q size+jfugj+jRuj;
1600: EXPAND(SUBGu)
1700: Q size := Q size jfugj jRuj;
/* 1800 - 2400 ? (?) */
2401: if (vk 1; vk) 2 E then
2402: Q size := Q size+ jfvk 1; vkgj;
2403: EXPAND( SUBGTAIL)
2404: Q size := Q size  jfvk 1; vkgj;
2405: 
/* 2500 - 2700 ? (?) */
2800: end fof EXPANDg
5.3 ????????????????????
??????, jEXTuj = k  2?????????, EXTu ??????? 2 ???
?? vk 1 ??????????????, ?????????? \?????????
?????????????. ?????????????.
(vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????:
!(fvk 1g [ SUBGvk 1)  !(fug [ SUBGu)
???, ?? vk 1 ??????????.
(vk 1; vk) 2 E ?????:
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!(fvk 1g [ SUBGvk 1) > !(fug [ SUBGu)
???????, fvk 1g [ SUBGvk 1 ??????????? vk ??????????
??? (??, ?? 4.2.1).
???, ?? vk 1 ??????????,
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu ( ( SUBGvk 1 )
????????.
???, ???????????????, SUBGTAIL ??????????????
?, ???????. ?????????????????, ?????????????
??????????.
??, SG = SUBGu, SG0 = SUBGTAIL, ????????,
R = SG  SG0  1
???. ????, ? 2?, ?? 2.2.5????????.
?? 5.3.1 ??? G = (V;E)????, G(SUBG) ( SUBG  V )????????
??? u,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,




  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu, ??,
R = SUBGu   SUBGTAIL
????, ???????.
(1) jRj = 1?????,
!(fvk 1; vkg [ SUBGTAIL)  !(fug [ SUBGu).
(2) jRj = 2?????,
!(fvk 1; vkg [ SUBGTAIL) < !(fug [ SUBGu)
???????, SUBGu ?????????????? SUBGu   SUBGTAIL ???
???? (2?)??????????.
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(??) (1) ?? 2.2.5??,
!(SUBGu)  !(SUBGTAIL) + 1
???. ???,
!(SUBGu) + 1  !(SUBGTAIL) + 2
??,
!(fug [ SUBGu)  !(fvk 1; vkg [ SUBGTAIL).
(2)?? 2.2.5??,
!(SUBGu) > !(SUBGTAIL) + 1,
!(SUBGu) + 1 > !(SUBGTAIL) + 2,
??,
!(fug [ SUBGu) > !(fvk 1; vkg [ SUBGTAIL)
???????, SUBGu ? R????? 2????????????. 2
?? 5.3.1 ????????, ??????????????????????. ??
???,
R = SUBGu   SUBGTAIL
?????, ?? R????????????????????.
Case(a) jRj = 1?????:
!(fvk 1; vkg [ SUBGTAIL)  !(fug [ SUBGu)
?????, SUBGu := ; ?????, ?? u??????????. ( 1406? )
Case(b) jRj = 2?????:
R = fr1; r2g???.
!(fvk 1; vkg [ SUBGTAIL) < !(fug [ SUBGu)
??????, fug [ SUBGu ????????? R ?? 2 ??? ????????,
SUBGu ?,
^
  (R) \ SUBGu,
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??????. ( 1410? ) ??, SUBGu ???????? R? 2??????????
????? EXPAND?????. ????????,
R [ fug [ ( ^  (R) \ SUBGu)
????????? R?? 2???????.
??, (r1; r2) =2 E ?????,
R [ fug [ ( ^  (R) \ SUBGu)
????????? R?? 2?????????????. ????????? Case(a)
????,
SUBGu := ;




  (R) \ SUBGu
??????????, ???? Ru ?
Ru := R
?????. ( 1411? ) ???????, 1500?, ?? 1600????? SUBGu ???
? EXPAND ????????, ??????????? u ?????? Ru ????.
??, SUBGu ???? EXPAND???????????????????? u???
??? Ru ???. ( 1700? )
Case(b)??????????,
Ru := ; ??????. ( 1401? )
???, ??????.
?? 5.3.2 R = SUBGu   SUBGTAIL = fr1; r2g ?????,
j ^  (R) \ SUBGuj  jSUBGuj   2.
(??) ?? ^  (R)? r1; r2 2 SUBG?????????????. 2
Case(c) jRj  3?????:
?????, SUBGu ?????????????, ?????????.




????????????. ??, G(EXTu)???????????, G(EXTu)???
???????? 1??, EXTu ???? 2?? vk 1 ?? vk ???????.
G(EXTu)???????????, ??????? vk 1, ?? vk ????????
?????. ??????????????MCP01 ????????????, ????





? 5.1???? G = (V;E) (? 3?, ??? 4????????????, ?????
?) ??????????MCP01 ??????, ? 5.2??????????




?????? d ( 0  d  jV j) ????, ???????, Case(b)????????
????????,




  (R) \ SUBGd+1ud
???. ????, R = fr1; r2g???,
^
  (R) \ SUBGd+1ud
= SUBGd+1fp0;p1;:::;pd 1;ud;r1;r2g.
????, ?????????? ud, r1, ?? r2 ?, 2??????????????.
?????????????.















1 2 5 7 8 9 10 11 12















Case(b) : 1, 7, 6, 11 (??)
1, 8, 10
1, 9, 10, 12 (??) Case(b) :  2, 3, 4, 5 (??)
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? 5.2 MCP01 ??????????
(V =)
SUBG0 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
SUBG1f1g = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
EXT 11 = f2; 3; 4; 5g,
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SUBG00 = f1g [ f2; 3; 4; 5g [ f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
(4; 5) 2 E ?????,
SUBG1TAIL:f4;5g = ;
?????. ???,
jRj = jSUBG1f1g   SUBG1TAIL:f4;5gj = jf6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12gj = 7.
?? Case(c): jRj  3 ?????, SUBG1f1g ?????????????, ????
EXPAND?????.
SUBG1f1g = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
SUBG2f1;7g = f6; 11; 12g,
EXT 27 = f8; 9; 10g,
SUBG01f1g = f7g [ f8; 9; 10g [ f6; 11; 12g,
(9; 10) 2 E ?????,
SUBG2TAIL:f1;9;10g = f12g
?????. ???,
jRj = jSUBG2f1;7g   SUBG2TAIL:f1;9;10gj = jf6; 11gj = 2.




  (f6; 11g) \ SUBG2f1;7g
= SUBG2f1;7;6;11g = ;
???, SUBG2f1;7;6;11g ???? EXPAND?????.
SUBG2f1;7;6;11g = ;, (??: Qmax size := 4)
1?????????,
EXT 27 = f8; 9; 10g,
SUBG2f1;8g = f10g,
SUBG3f1;8;10g = ;,
EXT 39 = ;,
SUBG02f1;8g = f10g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG3f1;8;10g = ;, (????)
1?????????,
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SUBG2TAIL:f1;9;10g
= SUBG2f1;9;10g = f12g,
SUBG3f1;9;10;12g = ;,
EXT 312 = ;,
SUBG02f1;9;10g = f12g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG3f1;9;10;12g = ;, (????)
2?????????,
EXT 11 = f2; 3; 4; 5g,
SUBG1f2g = f3; 4; 5; 7; 9; 10g,
SUBG2f2;3g = f4; 5g,
EXT 23 = f7; 9; 10g,
SUBG01f2g = f3g [ f7; 9; 10g [ f4; 5g,
(9; 10) 2 E ?????,
SUBG2TAIL:f2;9;10g = ;
?????. ???,
jRj = jSUBG2f2;3g   SUBG2TAIL:f2;9;10gj = jf4; 5gj = 2.




  (f4; 5g) \ SUBG2f2;3g
= SUBG2f2;3;4;5g = ;
???, SUBG2f2;3;4;5g ???? EXPAND?????.
SUBG2f2;3;4;5g = ;, (????)
1?????????,
EXT 23 = f7; 9; 10g,
SUBG2f2;7g = ;, (????)
1?????????,
SUBG2TAIL:f2;9;10g = ;, (????)
1?????????,
SUBG1f3g = f4; 5; 6; 12g,
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SUBG2f3;4g = f5; 6g,
EXT 24 = f12g,
SUBG01f3g = f4g [ f12g [ f5; 6g,
SUBG2f3;4g = f5; 6g,
SUBG3f3;4;5g = ;,
EXT 35 = f6g,
SUBG02f3;4g = f5g [ f6g [ ;,
SUBG3f3;4;5g = ;, (????)
2?????????,
SUBG1TAIL:f4;5g = ;, (????)
????.
?????, MCP01 ??????? G??????????? 4???.
5.4 ?????????
????????, ?????????? EXPAND0(SUBG) ???????????
EXPAND0(SUBG)? ?????? 3 ? EXPAND(SUBG) ????, ?????
??? 1600, 2200, ?? 2403 ?? EXPAND(SUBGu) , EXPAND(SUBGvi), ??
EXPAND(SUBGTAIL) ?, ???? EXPAND(;)????????????.
?? 5.4.1 EXPAND0(SUBG) ?????????, O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj2) ????
????? 3 ???????? MCP0 ????, ?????????? 1401-1414 ??
? 2401-2405 ???????????, ?? 3.6.1?????????????. ???
???????????????????????????. 1402-1412 ??????
??, ???? O(jSUBGuj)-??????????. 2401-2404 ??????????
??, O(jSUBGuj)-????????????, EXPAND0(SUBG)?????????
O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj2) ???. 2
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?? 5.4.1?????, EXPAND0(SUBG)?????????, ???? C ????
CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2 ???.
? 3 ?, ?? 3.6.2 ????, T (jSUBGj) ???????????. ?? SUBG  V
????, ?? u? G(SUBG)????????????, ?????????????.
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu.
????,
T (jSUBGj)
 T (jSUBGuj) +
k 2X
i=1
T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2:
(5.4.1)
(??, ? (4.3.2)???. )
????????, ?? EXPAND(SUBG)??????????????????
?? 5.4.2 ???? SUBG  V ????, jSUBGj = , C 0 = 104C ???. ???
?, EXPAND(SUBG) ???????? T (jSUBGj) ???????.
T (jSUBGj)  C 020:36033.
???? ???,   1 ??????????????
 = 1?????, ????????????
??, ??   1?????????????????????????. ?????
???, jSUBGj =  + 1 ??????????
??????, u? G(SUBG)?????????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG
???,
jSUBGuj =    k (0  k < )
???. ????,
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jEXTuj
= jSUBG  fug   SUBGuj
= jSUBGj   jfugj   jSUBGuj
= ( + 1)  1  (   k)
= k.
??, k  1 ???????, ? 4?, ?? 4.3.2 ??, ????? (b) ???????
??.
???, ???? k  2 ???????????.
???, ?????????.
(1) (vk 1; vk) 2 E ?????:
R = SUBGu   SUBGTAIL
???, R???????????????????.
Case(c) jRj  3 ????? :
? (5.4.1)??,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
 T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3.
???,
jSUBGvi j  jSUBGuj =    k,
??,
jSUBGTAILj  jSUBGuj   3 =    k   3
??????????,
T ( + 1)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
 (k   1)T (   k) + T (   k   3) + C( + 1)3
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 (k   1)C 020:3603( k)(   k)3 + C 020:3603( k 3)(   k   3)3 + C( + 1)3




+ 10 4)C 020:3603( + 1)3.




(??? k = 5??????? 1:28312:::???. )?????. ???,
T (jSUBGj)




+ 10 4)C 020:3603( + 1)3
< 1:2833  C 020:3603( + 1)3
< 20:3603  C 020:3603( + 1)3 ( ???, 20:3603 = 1:2836::: )
= C 020:3603(+1)( + 1)3.
Case(b) jRj = 2 ????? ?
? (5.4.1)??,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
 T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2








jSUBGuj     k   2,
??,
jSUBGTAILj =    k   2
??????????,
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T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
 T (   k   2) + (k   2)T (   k) + T (   k   2) + C( + 1)3
= 2T (   k   2) + (k   2)T (   k) + C( + 1)3
 2C 020:3603( k 2)(   k   2)3 + (k   2)C 020:3603( k)(   k)3 + C( + 1)3









(??? k = 5??????? 1:20880:::???. )?????. ???,
T (jSUBGj)




+ 10 4)C 020:3603( + 1)3
< 1:209  C 020:3603( + 1)3
< 20:3603  C 020:3603( + 1)3
= C 020:3603(+1)( + 1)3.
Case(a) jRj = 1 ????? ?
? (5.4.1)??,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
 T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2




jSUBGTAILj =    k   1
??????????,
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T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
 (k   2)T (   k) + T (   k   1) + C( + 1)3
 (k   2)C 020:3603( k)(   k)3 + C 020:3603( k 1)(   k   1)3 + C( + 1)3









(??? k = 5??????? 1:08410:::???. )?????. ???,
T (jSUBGj)




+ 10 4)C 020:3603( + 1)3
< 1:0843  C 020:3603( + 1)3
< 20:3603  C 020:3603( + 1)3
= C 020:3603(+1)( + 1)3.
(2) (vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????:
?? (1) ????, SUBGu ???????????? Case(c) ??????. ???
????, SUBGTAIL = ; ????????, ????????????.
??, ????????????, ??????????. 2
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?? 5.4.2??, ?????????????????.
?? 5.4.1 ??? n, ????   1?????????, ?? C 00 ? C 00 = 6:7  1011
???. ????, ?
  2:773d lgn (d  0:??)
???????, ?????? MCP01 ????????????????????
O(n1+d)-??????????.









??? 2??????????????. ?????, ??????????.
d ??? n??????????, ????   2:994d lgn (d  0: ??) ?????





?????????? 3????????MCP0 ????, ??? 4?, ?? ? 5?
???????????????????????. ???????????, ????
??????????. ( 1401-1411?, ?? 1412-1423? )
*1 ???? (4) ??????????MCP2 ????, ???????????????, ??????.
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??????????, ????????????????????????????
?, ??????MCP2 ???. ????????????????, ????????
??????. ( 2001-2012? )
?????? 4 ??????MCP2
0000:procedure MCP2(G)
/* 0100 - 0500 ? (?) */
0600: end fof MCP2g
0700: procedure EXPAND(SUBG)
/* 0800 - 1400 ? (?) */
1401: Ru := ;;
1402: if k  2 then
1403: for i = 1 to k do
1404: Ui :=   (vi) \ EXTu;
1405: if jUij < k   1 then
1406: v := ( EXTu   Ui )[1];
1407: swap vi with vk;







  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu;
1413: R := SUBGu SUBGTAIL;
1414: if jRj = 1 then /* Case(a) */
1415: SUBGu := ;
1416: else
1417: if jRj = 2 then /* Case(b) */
1418: if (R[1]; R[2]) 2 E then
1419: SUBGu :=
^
  (R) \ SUBGu;
1420: Ru := R
1421: else SUBGu := ;  
1422:  / Case(c) /
1423: 
1500: Q size := Q size+jfugj+jRuj;
1600: EXPAND(SUBGu)
1700: Q size := Q size jfugj jRuj;
1800: for i = 1 to k   2 do
1900: vi := EXTu[i];
2000: SUBGvi
:=   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu);
2001: if (vk 1; vk)2E and k = 4 then
2002: ui := a vertex with the maximum
degree in G(SUBGvi );
2003: if j  (ui) \ SUBGvi j
 jSUBGvi j   4 then
2004: for j := i+ 1 to 4 do
2005: SUBG(vi;vj) :=   (vj)\ SUBGvi ;
2006: Q size := Q size + jfvi; vjgj;
2007: EXPAND(SUBG(vi;vj))
2008: Q size := Q size   jfvi; vjgj;
2009: SUBGvi := SUBGvi   fvjg
2010: od
2011: goto 2400 
2012: 
2100: Q size := Q size+ jfvigj;
2200: EXPAND(SUBGvi )
2300: Q size := Q size  jfvigj
2400: od
2401: if (vk 1; vk) 2 E then
2402: Q size := Q size+ jfvk 1; vkgj;
2403: EXPAND( SUBGTAIL)
2404: Q size := Q size  jfvk 1; vkgj
2405: 
/* 2500 - 2700 ? (?) */
2900: end fof EXPANDg
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6.2.1 ???????????????????
? 4?, ?? ? 5????, ????
EXTu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj )
????, k  2?????, EXTu ??????? 2????? vk 1 ???????
???????
? 4??????, ??????? (1), (2)????, ??????????????
???.
(1) (vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????:
vk 1 ??????????.





  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu
???? EXPAND??????.
???? (1)????, G(EXTu)?????????. ? 4????????MCP1
?????, ???? EXTu ??????? 2????? 2????????, ????
? vk 1 ??????????. ? 5????????MCP01 ?????, ??????
???????, MCP2 ????????????????. ( 1403-1411? ).
???? (2)????, G(EXTu)????????. ? 4????????MCP1 ?
????????, vk 1 ??????, ?? SUBGTAIL ???? EXPAND?????
?. SUBGTAIL ?????,
jSUBGTAILj  jSUBGvk 1 j   1
???????, ?????? 4??????????????????. ? 5????
????MCP01 ?????, ???? jSUBGTAILj????????????????
?????, ? 4?????????????. ??????????????????
??MCP2 ????????????. ( 1412-1422? )
????, (1)??????????, ????????????????????, ?
?????????????????. ??????, (2)??????????????
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??????????????????????, ?????????????????
??.
??????, ??????? (2), ??G(EXTu)??????????????, ?
???????????????????.
6.2.2 ??????????
??? EXPAND(SUBG)????, ??? u; v1; v2; :::????????????, ?
?????? SUBG?????????.
u ??????????, ???????? SUBG ??????????????
?. ??????, ?? vi 2 EXTu ( 1  i  k ) ??????????, ???
v1; v2; :::; vi 1 ? SUBG???????. ?????????????????????
???, ??????????????????????????. ???????, ??
??????????????????.
?? 6.2.1 ???? SUBG????, u? G(SUBG)???????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu) (1  i  k)
???. ????, ?? G(EXTu)???????????,




=   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu)
=   (vi) \ (fvi; vi+1; :::; vkg [ SUBGu)
=   (vi) \ (EXTu[i+ 1; k] [ SUBGu).
?????, EXTu[i+ 1; k] \ SUBGu = ;???. ???,
jSUBGvi j
= j(  (vi) \ EXTu[i+ 1; k]) [ (  (vi) \ SUBGu)j
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= j  (vi) \ EXTu[i+ 1; k]j+ j  (vi) \ SUBGuj.
?? G(EXTu)??????????, vi ? EXTu[i + 1; k]????????????
??. ???,
jSUBGvi j = (k   i) + j  (vi) \ SUBGuj.
???, ?? u? G(SUBG)?????????????,
j  (vi) \ SUBGuj  jSUBGuj   (k   1)
?????????. ?????,
j  (vi) \ SUBGuj > jSUBGuj   (k   1)
???????,
j  (vi) \ SUBGj
= j  (vi) \ (fug [ EXTu [ SUBGu)j
= j  (vi) \ fugj+ j  (vi) \ EXTuj+ j  (vi) \ SUBGuj
> 0 + (k   1) + jSUBGuj   (k   1)
= jSUBGuj.
????, vi ? G(SUBG)??????? u???????. ??? u? G(SUBG)?
???????????????????. ?????,
jSUBGvi j
= (k   i) + j  (vi) \ SUBGuj
 k   i+ ( jSUBGuj   (k   1) )
= jSUBGuj   i+ 1. 2
??? EXPAND??? SUBG????????, k = jEXTuj?????????
????????????????, ????????????.
?? 6.2.1????, G(EXTu)??????????, ?? vi ?????????, ?
???? i?????????????????????. ????????,
SUBGvi
=   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu)
????????????, ???????? 3 ???????? MCP0 ??????
??????. ?? 6.2.1 ????, ???????????????????????
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???????.
G(EXTu)????????, ?? k = jEXTuj????????????, ????
???????????, ????????????????????. ?????, ??
???????????????????????????.
???????,
k  5, ?? G(EXTu)??????????
?, ?k ???????????????.
??, ??? k  3???????, ???????????????????? (??
?, 6.3???????).
k = 4, ?? G(EXTu) ????????????, ???????????????
??????????????. ???, ????????????????????.
6.2.3 ?????????
k = 4, ?? G(EXTu)??????????, EXPAND(SUBG)?????, ??
u; v1; v2; v3
???????????????. ???, ?? v3 ??????????,
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fv3; v4g) \ SUBGu
???? EXPAND??????. ??, SUBGTAIL ?????, ??????????
????????????????. ???????, ???? k = 4????????
??????????,
?? v1, ??? v2 ???????????????
????.
??W = SUBGu, W 0 = SUBGvi ( i = 1; 2 ) ????, G(EXTu)??????
????,
R = SUBGvi   SUBGu = EXTu[i; k]
???. ???, ? 2?, ?? 2.2.4???, ??????.
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?? 6.2.2 ???? SUBG  V ????, ?? u?G(SUBG)??????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),





EXTu[i+ 1; k] = fvi+1; vi+2; :::; vkg
?????????? 1???.
(??) ?? 2.2.4???. 2
?? 6.2.2????, i = k   1????, ? 4?, ?? 4.2.1??????. ???, ?
?????? 4.2.1??????.
k = 4?????, ?? v3 ?????????, ????????????,
v4 ?????
?? 1?????. ???, ?? v3 ??????????,
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fv3; v4g) \ SUBGu
???? EXPAND?????. ( ???????, fv3; v4g [ SUBGTAIL ??? v4 ?
????. ) SUBGTAIL ( SUBGv3 ?????, ?????????????????.
????????, ?? v1 ?????????. ?????????????????
???????,
v2; v3; v4 ???, ????? 1??????
???. ????, v1 ?????? SUBGTAIL ???????????? EXPAND?
??????, ??????????? 2???????. ??, ??? v1 ??????
??? SUBGv1 ????, SUBGv1 ? 2??????????????????.
???, ?????????????, ????????????????.
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?? 6.2.3 ?? G(EXTu)???????????.




=   (vj) \ (SUBGvi   fvi+1; vi+2; :::; vj 1g) ( i+ 1  j  k )
?? k   i??????????? EXPAND???????????.
??, SUBGvi ??, G(SUBGvi)??????????? ui ?????, ?????
??.
jSUBG(vi;vj)j  j  (ui) \ SUBGvi j   (j   i  1).
(??) ??, SUBG(vi;vj) ????????? Q????,
fvi; vjg [Q
??? vj ( i+ 1  j  k )?????. ???, ?? 6.2.2 ????????????.
??, ????
jSUBG(vi;vj)j  j  (ui) \ SUBGvi j   (j   i  1).
???.
????, G(EXTu)??????????,
fvi+1; vi+2; :::; vj 1g  SUBGvi ,
??,
fvi+1; vi+2; :::; vj 1g    (vj).
???,
jSUBG(vi;vj)j
= j  (vj) \ (SUBGvi   fvi+1; vi+2; :::; vj 1g)j
= j  (vj) \ SUBGvi j   j  (vj) \ fvi+1; vi+2; :::; vj 1gj
= j  (vj) \ SUBGvi j   (j   i  1)
 j  (ui) \ SUBGvi j   (j   i  1). 2
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SUBG(vi;vj) ?, SUBGvi ?????????,
??? vj ????????????, ??? vi+1; :::; vj 1 ???????
???. ???????, i = 1; 2????, vi ??????????????, ????
??.
v1 ?????:
SUBG(v1;v2) ( v1; v2 ?????????? ) ,
SUBG(v1;v3) ( v1; v3 ????????????, v2 ?????? ) ,
??,
SUBG(v1;v4) ( v1; v4 ????????????, v2; v3 ?????? ).
fv2g [ SUBG(v1;v2) ??, v2; v3 ? 2????????, v2; v3; v4 ?????????
???????, ???????????. ???, SUBG(v1;v3) ? v2 ????????
????.
v2 ?????:
SUBG(v2;v3) ( v2; v3 ?????????? ) ,
??,
SUBG(v2;v4) ( v2; v4 ????????????, v3 ?????? ) ,
v1, v2 ?????????, ?????????? 2??????. ????????
??????, ???????????????????????, ?????????
???????. ???, ?? SUBG(vi;vj) ????????????, ???????
????????????.
???????, MCP2 ????? k = jEXTuj ??, ?? G(EXTu) ??????
???????????????, ??????????????.
(A) k 6= 4, ?? G(EXTu)???????????:
vi 2 EXTu (1  i  k  1) ??????, ??????????. ??, ? 4, 5??
????????????????????.
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(B) k = 4, ?? G(EXTu)??????????:
??, ?????????????
??, EXTu = fv1; v2; v3; v4g, SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu) (i = 1; 2)
???. ??, SUBGvi ??, G(SUBGvi)??????????? ui ???.
???,
SUBGui =   (ui) \ SUBGvi ,
EXTui = SUBGvi   fuig   SUBGui *2
???. ??, SUBGv1 ??? SUBGv2 ??????, SUBGui ??????????
?????, ????????????.
(B-0) jSUBGui j  jSUBGvi j   2?????;
vi ?????????, ui ??????????. ??, SUBGui ??????
EXPAND?????.
(B-1) jSUBGui j = jSUBGvi j   3?????:
jEXTui j = 2????, EXTui = fv01; v02g???. vi ?????????, ui ???
??, ?? v01 ????????.
ui ??????, SUBGui ???? EXPAND???,
v01 ??????, (v01; v02) =2 E ???????, (v01; v02) 2 E ???????,
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fv01; v02g) \ SUBGui *3
???? EXPAND??????. ???, SUBGTAIL ?????? 5???????
?? Case(a) ? Case(c)??????????????????????. ( ? 6.1 )
(B-2) jSUBGui j  jSUBGvi j   4?????:
??????, ????????????. ??, ?? vi ( i = 1; 2 )??????,
SUBG(vi;vj) =   (vj) \ (SUBGvi   fvi+1; vi+2; :::; vj 1g) ( i+ 1  j  4 )
?? 4  i?????????? EXPAND??????. ( ? 6.2 ) ??????MCP2
*2 ?? [82]?????, SUBGui ? SUBGviui , EXTui ? EXTviui ?????????.
*3 ?? [82]?????, ?? SUBGTAIL ? SUBGviTAIL ?????.
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?????????? ( 2001- 2012? )?, ?? (B-2)???????????????
???????.
??, (B)??????????, \????? ???.
\????? ???, (B-0) ???? (B-1) ?????????????, SUBGvi ?
?????? EXPAND?????????. ???, \????? ?????????
??, (B-2)???????????. ??, ?????, \?????????? ???.
k 6= 4, ?? G(EXTu)??????????, MCP2 ?? 5????????MCP01
??????????. ??, ????????????, ?? 6.2.1?????????
?, ??????????.
k ???????, G(EXTu)????????????????, MCP2 ?? 4??
??????MCP1 ??????????.
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v1 v2 v3 v4u
  










SUBGu1 =   (u1) \ SUBGv1
? 6.1 (B-1) jSUBGu1 j = jSUBGv1 j   3?????
v1 v2 v3 v4u
  
SUBG(v1;v4) =   (v4) \ (SUBGv1   fv2; v3g)
SUBG(v1;v4)SUBG(v1;v2) SUBG(v1;v3)
SUBG(v1;v2) =   (v2) \ SUBGv1
SUBG(v1;v3) =   (v3) \ (SUBGv1   fv2g)
EXTu SUBGuSUBG
? 6.2 (B-2) jSUBGu1 j  jSUBGv1 j   4?????















1 2 5 7 8 9 10 11 124 63
5
4 5
2, 3, 4, 5 (??)
3














1, 10, 9, 12 (??)
4, 5
(????)
? 6.4 MCP2 ??????????
6.2.4 ??
? 6.3???? G = (V;E) (? 3-5????????????, ??????) ???
???????MCP2 ??????, ? 6.4??????????
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EXT d+1ud = fv1; v2; v3; v4g (0  d  jV j), ??,
SUBG1fvig
=   (vi) \ (EXT 1ud [i; k] [ SUBG1fudg),
??,
SUBGd+1fp0;p1;:::;pd 1;vig
=   (vi) \ (EXT d+1ud [i; k] [ SUBGd+1fp0;p1;:::;pd 1;udg) (1  i  k)
???, (B-2)????????????????,
SUBG1fvig (i = 1; 2),
??,
SUBGd+1fp0;p1;:::;pd 1;vig (i = 1; 2)
???????????, i+ 1  j  4????,
SUBGd+1fp0;p1;:::;pd 1;vi;vjg
=   (vj) \ (SUBGd+1fp0;p1;:::;pd 1;vig   fvi+1; :::; vj 1g)
???. ?????????, ??? vi ? vj ????????????????.
?????????????.
(V =)
SUBG0 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
SUBG1f1g = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
EXT 11 = f2; 3; 4; 5g,
SUBG00 = f1g [ f2; 3; 4; 5g [ f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
???, G(f2; 3; 4; 5g)??????????, ???????????.
SUBG1f1g = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
SUBG2f1;7g = f6; 11; 12g,
EXT 27 = SUBG
1
f1g   f7g   f6; 11; 12g = f8; 9; 10g,
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SUBG01f1g = f7g [ f8; 9; 10g [ f6; 11; 12g,
???,
jU1j = j  (8) \ EXT 27 j = jf10gj = 1 < 3  1
???, ??????.
SUBG01f1g = f7g [ f10; 9; 8g [ f6; 11; 12g,
SUBG2f1;7g = f6; 11; 12g,
SUBG3f1;7;6g = f11g,
EXT 36 = SUBG
2
f1;7g   f6g   f11g = f12g,
SUBG02f1;7g = f6g [ f12g [ f11g,
SUBG3f1;7;6g = f11g,
SUBG4f1;7;6;11g = ;,
EXT 411 = SUBG
3
f1;7;6g   f11g   ; = ;,
SUBG03f1;7;6g = f11g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG4f1;7;6;11g = ;, (??: Qmax size := 4)
2?????????,
EXT 27 = f10; 9; 8g,
SUBG2f1;10g = f8; 9; 12g,
SUBG3f1;10;9g = f12g,
EXT 39 = SUBG
2
f1;10g   f9g   f12g = f8g,
SUBG02f1;10g = f9g [ f8g [ f12g,
SUBG3f1;10;9g = f12g,
SUBG4f1;10;9;12g = ;,
EXT 412 = SUBG
3
f1;10;9g   f12g   ; = ;,
SUBG03f1;10;9g = f12g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG4f1;10;9;12g = ;, (????)
3?????????,
jEXT 11 j = jf2; 3; 4; 5gj = 4,
?? (4; 5) 2 E, ?? G(EXT 11 )????????.
jSUBG1f2gj = jf3; 4; 5; 7; 9; 10gj = 6,
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j  (3) \ SUBG1f2gj = jf4; 5gj = 2 = jSUBG1f2gj   4,
SUBG1f2g ???? (B-2)???????????,
SUBG1f2;3g =   (3) \ SUBG1f2g = f4; 5g,
SUBG2f2;3;4g = f5g,
EXT 24 = ;,
SUBG01f2;3g = f4g [ ; [ f5g,
SUBG2f2;3;4g = f5g,
SUBG3f2;3;4;5g = ;,
EXT 35 = ;,
SUBG02f2;3;4g = f5g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG3f2;3;4;5g = ;, (????)
2?????????,
SUBG1f2;4g =   (4) \ (SUBG1f2g   f3g) = f5g,
SUBG2f2;4;5g = ;
EXT 25 = ;,
SUBG01f2;4g = f5g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG2f2;4;5g = ;, (????)
1?????????,
SUBG1f2;5g =   (5) \ (SUBG1f2g   f3; 4g) = ;, (????)
jSUBG1f3gj = jf4; 5; 6; 12gj = 4,
j  (4) \ SUBG1f3gj = jf5; 6gj = 2 = jSUBG1f3gj   2,
SUBG1f3g ???? (B-1)???????????,
SUBG1f3g = f4; 5; 6; 12g,
SUBG2f3;4g = f5; 6g,
EXT 24 = f12g,
SUBG01f3g = f4g [ f12g [ f5; 6g,
SUBG2f3;4g = f5; 6g,
SUBG3f3;4;5g = ;,
EXT 35 = f6g,
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SUBG02f3;4g = f5g [ f6g [ ;,
SUBG3f3;4;5g = ;, (????)
2?????????,
SUBG1TAIL:f4;5g = ;, (????)
????.
?????, MCP2 ??????? G??????????? 4???.
6.3 ?????????
????????, ???????? EXPAND0(SUBG)??????????.
EXPAND0(SUBG): ?????? 4 ???? EXPAND(SUBG) ?? 1600 ?,
2007 ?, 2200 ??? 2403 ????? EXPAND(SUBGu), EXPAND(SUBGvi),
EXPAND(SUBG(vi;vj)), ??? EXPAND(SUBGTAIL)????? EXPAND(;)??
???????.
?? 6.3.1 EXPAND0(SUBG) ?????????,
O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj2)
???.
(??) ??, ??????????????? 4???? 2001 -2012????????
???, ? 3?, ?? 3.6.1, ? 4?, ?? 4.2.1??? 5?, ?? 5.4.2????????
????????. ???????, ?????????????????????.
2004 -2010 ????? for ???, 2005 ??????? SUBG(vi;vj) ???
?, O(jSUBGuj)-????????. 2006 -2009 ?????????, ????
O(jSUBGuj)-??????????, 2004 -2010 ????? for ? ( ?????? 3 )
??????, O(3  jSUBGuj) = O(jSUBGuj)-??????????.
2001 -2012?????, ???????????, ???? O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj)-?
?????????. ????, ???????. 2
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????????, MCP2 ????? T (jSUBGj)????????????????
??.
?? SUBG  V ????, ?? u? G(SUBG)????????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
SUBGvi =
^
  (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu) (1  i  k),
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu
???. ????, ??????????.
T (jSUBGj)
 T (jSUBGuj) +
k 2X
i=1
T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2
(6.3.1)




T (jSUBGj) < T (jSUBGuj) +
k 2X
i=1
T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
(6.3.2)
G(EXTu)?????, ?? k = 4???????, SUBGvi (i = 1; 2)???? \??
??? ??????.
?? ui 2 SUBGvi ? G(SUBGvi)?????????????,
SUBGui =   (ui) \ SUBGvi ,
EXTui = SUBGvi   fuig   SUBGui
???????. ????, ???? SUBGui ???????????????, ???
????????.
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(B-0) jSUBGui j  jSUBGvi j   2?????:
T (jSUBGvi j)  T (jSUBGui j) + CjSUBGvi j  jSUBGui j2.
??,
T (jSUBGvi j) < T (jSUBGui j)+CjSUBGvi j3 (6.3.3)
(B-1) jSUBGui j = jSUBGvi j   3 ?????:
jEXTui j = 2????, EXTui = fv01; v02g???.
(v01; v
0
2) 2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL :=
^
  (fv01; v02g) \ SUBGui ,
(v01; v
0
2) =2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL := ;
???. ????,
T (jSUBGvi j)  T (jSUBGui j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGvi j  jSUBGui j2.
??,
T (jSUBGvi j) < T (jSUBGui j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGvi j3 (6.3.4)
(B-2) jSUBGui j  jSUBGvi j   4?????:
SUBG(vi;vj) =   (vj) \ (SUBGvi   fvi+1; :::; vj 1g) ( 1  i  2 < j  4 )
????,
T (jSUBGvi j) 
P4
j=i+1 T (jSUBG(vi;vj)j) + CjSUBGvi j  jSUBGui j2.
??,
T (jSUBGvi j) <
4X
j=i+1
T (jSUBG(vi;vj)j)+CjSUBGvi j3 (6.3.5)
??????????, ??, EXPAND(SUBG) ????????????????
????.
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?? 6.3.2 ???? SUBG  V ????, jSUBGj = , C 0 = 104C ???. ???
?, EXPAND(SUBG) ???????? T (jSUBGj) ???????.
T (jSUBGj)  C 020:33373.
(??)????,   1??????????????
??,  = 1???, ???????????.
??,   1 ???????????????, ?????????????????
????, jSUBGj =  + 1 ??????????
??????, u? G(SUBG)?????????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG
???,
jSUBGuj =    k (0  k < )
???. ????,
jEXTuj
= jSUBG  fug   SUBGuj
= jSUBGj   jfugj   jSUBGuj
= ( + 1)  1  (   k)
= k.
??,
(0) k  1????? :
? 4?, ?? 4.3.2 ??, ???? (b) ?????????.
???, ?????? k  2?????????.
???, ???????????, \????? ?????????????????
??.
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?1? k 6= 4, ?? G(EXTu)??????????? :
??, G(EXTu) ?????????????????????.
(1-2) G(EXTu)???????????;
????, SUBGTAIL = ;???. ???? (6.3.2)???,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + CjSUBGj3
 T (   k) + (k   2)T (   k) + C( + 1)3.
?????????,
T (jSUBGj)
< (k   1)T (   k) + C( + 1)3
 (k   1)C 020:3337( k)(   k)3 + C( + 1)3
< (k   1)C 020:3337( k)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3
< ( k 1
20:3337k
+ 10 4)C 020:3337( + 1)3.
???, ? 3?, ?? 3.6.3??????, k  0????,
k 1
20:3337k
< 1:2584 ?????????????. (??? k = 5 ???????
1:25832:::???. )???,
T (jSUBGj)
< (1:2584 + 10 4)C 020:3337( + 1)3
= 1:2585  C 020:3337( + 1)3 ( ???, 20:3337 = 1:2602::: )
< 20:3337  C 020:3337( + 1)3
= C 020:3337(+1)( + 1)3?





< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3.
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??, G(EXTu)??????????, ?? 6.2.1???,
jSUBGvi j  jSUBGuj   i+ 1.
???, ?? SUBGTAIL ???????????????????, ????????
?????.
?? 6.3.3 SUBG  V , ?? p  1, C 0 > 0, 0:138 < c < 0:34????,
jSUBGj =   1????????????,
T (jSUBGj)  C 02cp
???????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu
???????. ????, \???????????????????? Case(a),
Case(b)???Case(c)????????????,?????????????Case(c)
??????.
(??) ?? SUBG ????????, SUBGu ?? SUBGTAIL 6= ; ???????
??.
????, Case(a)?Case(c) ??????????????????.
Case(a) jSUBGTAILj = jSUBGuj   1?????:
SUBGu = ;
???????????. ???,
jSUBGuj = 0, jSUBGTAILj = jSUBGuj   1.
Case(b) jSUBGTAILj = jSUBGuj   2?????:




  (R) \ SUBGu
???????????. ???,
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jSUBGuj  jSUBGuj   2, jSUBGTAILj = jSUBGuj   2.
Case(c) jSUBGTAILj  jSUBGuj   3?????:
SUBGu ?????????????. ???,
jSUBGTAILj  jSUBGuj   3.
???, jSUBGuj = 0 (0 < ) ???, ???? SUBGu ?? SUBGTAIL ???
????, Case(a)?Case(c)???????????.
Case(a) :
T (jSUBGuj) + T (jSUBGTAILj)





T (jSUBGuj) + T (jSUBGTAILj)
 C 02c(0 2)(0   2)p + C 02c(0 2)(0   2)p
< 2  2 2cC 02c0p.
Case(c) :
T (jSUBGuj) + T (jSUBGTAILj)
 C 02c00p + C 02c(0 3)(0   3)p




2  2 2cC 02c0p   2 cC 02c0p
= (2  2 c   1)2 c  C 02c0p.
0 < c < 1??, 2 c > 2 1 ???. ???,
(2  2 c   1)2 c  C 02c0p
> (2  2 1   1)2 c  C 02c0p
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= 0.
??, (Case(b)???) > (Case(a)???)???.
??, Case(c)????? Case(b)???????,
(1 + 2 3c)C 02c
0
p   2  2 2cC 02c0p
= (1 + 2 3c   2  2 2c)C 02c0p
= (1 + (2 c   2)2 2c)C 02c0p
> (1 + (20:34   2)2 2c)C 02c0p
> (1  1:21  2 2c)C 02c0p
> (1  1:21  2 0:276)C 02c0p
> 0.
??, (Case(c)???) > (Case(b)???)???. ????, ???????. 2
?? 6.3.3???, ???????????????, SUBGTAIL ?????????
?? Case(c)??????????????. ???????,
jSUBGuj =    k,
jSUBGTAILj  jSUBGuj   3 =    k   3
???.
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
 T (   k) +Pk 2i=1 T (   k   i+ 1) + T (   k   3) + C( + 1)3.
?????????,
T ( + 1)
< C 020:3337( k)(   k)3 +Pk 2i=1 C 020:3337( k i+1)(   k   i+ 1)3
+C 020:3337( k 3)(   k   3)3 + C( + 1)3




+C 020:3337( k 3)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3
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= C 020:3337( k)( + 1)3 +
Pk 2
i=1 2
 0:3337(i 1)  C 020:3337( k)( + 1)3
+C 020:3337( k 3)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3







+ 10 4)C 020:3337( + 1)3.









?????????????. (??? 2  k  3 ?? k  5???, k = 3??????
? 1:24885:::???. ) ???,
T (jSUBGj)
 (1:2489 + 10 4)C 020:3337( + 1)3
= 1:249C 020:3337( + 1)3
< 20:3337C 020:3337( + 1)3
= C 020:3337(+1)( + 1)3?
??, \????????????????????, ???????.
???, \??????????????????????????.
?2? k = 4, ?? G(EXTu)??????????:
k = 4???, ? (6.3.2)???,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
P2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3.
EXTu ?????, v1, v2, v3 ???????????????.





  (fv3; v4g) \ SUBGu
???? EXPAND??????. ???, ????????????????????
??.
??, ?? 6.3.3???, Case(c)?????? T (jSUBGj)????????????.
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???,
jSUBGTAILj
 jSUBGuj   3
=    k   3.
vi (i = 1; 2)???????????, \???????????. ???, (B-0)?(B-2)
??????????????????, ?????????????.
(B-0) jSUBGui j  jSUBGvi j   2?????;
? (6.3.3)??,
T (jSUBGvi j)
< T (jSUBGui j) + CjSUBGvi j3
 T (jSUBGvi j   1) + CjSUBGvi j3
?? G(EXTu)??????????,
jSUBGvi j  jSUBGuj   i+ 1.
???,
T (jSUBGvi j)
< T ( (jSUBGuj   i+ 1)  1) + C( + 1)3
= T (jSUBGuj   i) + C( + 1)3
= T (   k   i) + C( + 1)3
 C 020:3337( k i)(   k   i)3 + C( + 1)3





(B-1) jSUBGui j = jSUBGvi j   3?????;
? (6.3.4)??,
T (jSUBGvi j) < T (jSUBGui j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGvi j3.
?? 6.3.3???, Case(c), ??
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jSUBGTAILj  jSUBGui j   3
????????????????. ???,
T (jSUBGvi j)
< T (jSUBGui j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGvi j3
 T (jSUBGvi j   3) + T (jSUBGvi j   3  3) + CjSUBGvi j3
< T (jSUBGvi j   3) + T (jSUBGvi j   6) + C( + 1)3
 T ( (jSUBGuj   i+ 1)  3) + T ( (jSUBGuj   i+ 1)  6) + C( + 1)3
= T (jSUBGuj   i  2) + T (jSUBGuj   i  5) + C( + 1)3
= T ( (   k)  (i+ 2) ) + T ( (   k)  (i+ 5) ) + C( + 1)3
< C 020:3337( k (i+2))( + 1)3 + C 020:3337( k (i+5))( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3










j=i+1 T (jSUBG(vi;vj)j)+CjSUBGvi j3
<
P4
j=i+1 T (jSUBG(vi;vj)j)+C( + 1)3.
???, ?? 6.2.3??,
jSUBG(vi;vj)j
 j  (ui) \ SUBGvi j   (j   i  1)
 (jSUBGvi j   4)  (j   i  1)
= jSUBGvi j   3  j + i
 (jSUBGuj   i+ 1)  3  j + i
= jSUBGuj   j   2.
???,
T (jSUBGvi j)
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<
P4
j=i+1 T (jSUBGuj   j   2)+C( + 1)3
=
P4



















 0:3337(j+2) = 2 0:33374 + 2 0:33375 + 2 0:33376 = 0:9606:::.
???, T (jSUBGv1 j)??????? (B-2)???????????. ??,
T (jSUBGv1 j)
< C2(1)C
020:3337( k)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3.








 0:3337(j+2) = 2 0:33375 + 2 0:33376 = 0:5641:::.
???, T (jSUBGv2 j)??????? (B-0)???????????. ??,
T (jSUBGv2 j)
< C0(2)C
020:3337( k)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3.
????,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
P2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
< (1 + C2(1) + C0(2) + 2
 0:33373 + 3  10 4)C 020:3337( 4)( + 1)3
< (1:225 + 0:0003)C 020:3337( + 1)3
< 20:3337  C 020:3337( + 1)3
= C 020:3337(+1)( + 1)3.
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???, ?2?????????????.
????, ???????????,
T (jSUBGj)  C 020:3337(+1)(+1)3
?????????????????, ???   1????????????2
????, ??????????????.
?? 6.3.1 ??? n, ????   1?????????, ?? C 00 ? C 00 = 6:7  1011
???. ????, ?
  2:994d lgn (d  0:??)
???????, ?????? MCP2 ????????????????????
O(n1+d)-??????????.






d ??? n??????????, ????   3:177d lgn (d  0: ??) ?????
?????????, ??????????????? O(n1+d) ??????????
???. c
7.2 ??????
???????????, ????????MCP3 ??????? 5??? *1. ??





??????????????. MCP3 ????, MCP2 ????MCP3 ??????
???????, ???????????????.
??, MCP2 ???????????, ?????????? ( 1435- 1444? )??
*1 ????????????MCP2 ????, ???? (5) ????????????????????
??, ??????.
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?????? 5 ??????MCP3
0000:procedure MCP3(G)
/* 0100 - 0500 ? (?) */
0600: end fof MCP3g
0700: procedure EXPAND(SUBG)
/* 0800 - 1400 ? (?) */
1401: Ru := ;;
1402: if k  3 then
1403: for i = 1 to k do
1404: if j (vi) \ EXTuj = k   2 then
1405: v := (EXTu    (vi))[1];
1406: if (vk 1; vk) 2 E then
1407: swap vk 1 with vi;
1408: swap vk with v 
1409: else if j (vi) \ EXTuj  k   3 then
1410: v := (EXTu    (vi))[1];
1411: w := (EXTu    (vi))[2];
1412: swap vk with vi;
1413: swap vk 1 with v;
1414: swap vk 2 with w;
1415: i := k + 1   od 
1416: if k  3 and (vk 1; vk) 2 E then
1417: SUBGvk 1 :=  (vk 1) \ SUBG;
1418: SUBGvk :=  (vk) \ SUBG;
1419: if jSUBGvk   SUBGvk 1 j  1 then
1420: swap vk 1 with v1;
1421: swap vk with v2  
1422: SUBGTAIL := ;;
1423: t := 2;
1424: ROOTt := ;;
1425: if k  2 and (vk 1; vk) 2 E then
1426: ROOTt := fvk 1; vkg;
1427: SUBGTAIL :=
^
  (ROOTt) \ SUBGu
1428: else fi.e., k  1 or (vk 1; vk) =2 Eg
1429: if k  3
and j (vk) \ EXTuj  k   3
and (vk 2; vk 1) 2 E then




  (ROOTt) \ (fvkg [ SUBGu);
1432: t := 3 
1433:  /* ROOTt 6= ; i SUBGTAIL 6= ; */
1434: if ROOTt 6= ; then
/* 1435-1444? : MCP2
1413-1422???? */
1445: 
/* 1500 - 1700 ? (?) */
1701: if k  2 then goto 2401 
1800: for i = 1 to k   t do
1900: vi := EXTu[i];
2000: SUBGvi
:=  (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu);
2001: L := ;;
2002: if jSUBGv2   SUBGv1 j  1 then
2003: SUBGv2 := ; 
2004: if i = k   2 and
( (vk 1; vk) 2 E and 3  k  5 )
or
( (vk 1; vk) =2 E and 4  k  5
and t = 2 )
2005: then
2006: if SUBGvi 6= ; then
2007: ui := a vertex with the maximum
degree in G(SUBGvi );
2008: if j (ui) \ SUBGvi j  jSUBGvi j   4
then /*Case(B-2)*/
2009: A :=  (vi) \ (EXTu[i+ 1; k]  L);
/* A ? EXTu[i+ 1; k] ????
????? */
2010: if A = ; then goto 2100 
2011: for j := 1 to jAj do
2012: SUBG(vi;A[j])
:=  (A[j])
\(SUBGvi A[1; j   1]);
2013: Q size :=Q size+jfvi; A[j]gj+jLj;
2014: EXPAND(SUBG(vi;A[j]))




2019: if j (ui)\SUBGvi jjSUBGvi j 2
2020: then /*Case(B-0)*/
2021: SUBGvi :=  (ui) \ SUBGvi ;
2022: L := L [ fuig;
2023: if jLj  1 then goto 2006
2024: else goto 2100  
2025: 
2026: 
2100: Q size := Q size + jfvigj+jLj;
2200: EXPAND(SUBGvi )
2300: Q size := Q size   jfvigj jLj
2400: od
2401: if (vk t+1; vk t+2) 2 E then
2402: Q size := Q size+ jROOTtj;
2403: EXPAND( SUBGTAIL)
2404: Q size := Q size  jROOTtj
2405: 
/* 2500 - 2700 ? (?) */
2800: end fof EXPANDg
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???, ??????????? ( MCP2 ????, 1413- 1422? ) ????????
????, ??????.
????????????, ????????????????.
? 4, ?? 6 ??????????????????, ??????????????
?????.
???? SUBG??, G(SUBG)??????????? u???,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
??,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu
???, EXTu ?,
EXTu := fv1; v2; :::; vkg ?????????????.
?? EXTu ?????????????, ?? G(EXTu)????????????
?, EXTu ????? 2?? vk 1, vk ( k = jEXTuj )??????????????
???????. ????????????????, (vk 1; vk) =2 E ????, ??? 2
???????????????.
G(EXTu) ????????????, \????????????????????
?, ?? vk 1 ??????????????????.
G(EXTu)?????????????????????????, ????????
????????. ????, ? 4??????????, G(EXTu)?????????
????????????, G(EXTu)??????????????????????.
? 5 ??????, \?????????????????????????????
??????????????????. ????? G(EXTu)???????????
?????. ???, G(EXTu)????????????????? 3???????
??????????????????.
? 6??????, ???? 6.2.1???, G(EXTu)??????????, EXTu ?
?????????, ?????????????????????????. ????
??, G(EXTu)?????, ?? k = jEXTuj = 4 ????????????????
?????, ??????????????????.
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? 5?, ??? 6????????????????, ???? G(EXTu)?????
???????????????????????. ???????, ? 6??????
??, G(EXTu) ?????????????????????????, ??????
?????????????.
???, G(EXTu)????????????????????????, ? 4???
???????????. ???????, ? 6??????????????????
?, G(EXTu)?????????????????.






?????. ??????????????, ????? 7.2.2?, ?? 7.2.3?????
????.
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????????, ?????????? \???????????????????
????????????.
EXPAND(SUBG)?????????, ??? u; v1; v2; :::; vk 2 2 SUBG?????
???,
SUBGvk 1 =   (vk 1) \ (EXTu[k   1; k] [ SUBGu) ???. ??????????
? (? 4?, ?? 4.2.1).
!(SUBGvk 1) > !(SUBGu)
????????????, SUBGvk 1 ??????????? vk ????????
???
????????,
(vk 1; vk) 2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL :=
^
  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu,
(vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL := ;,
???, ?? vk 1 ??????, SUBGTAIL, ???? vk ??????????
SUBGvk 1 ??????????? EXPAND??????.
? 6??????, ?? 4.2.1?????, ???? ( ?? 6.2.2 )????.
???? SUBG  V ????, ?? u? G(SUBG)??????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu) (1  i  k)
???.
????????, ???????.
!(fug [ SUBGu) < !(fvig [ SUBGvi)
??????, ??? !(fvig [ SUBGvi) ??????, ?? vi ???
EXTu[i+ 1; k] = fvi+1; vi+2; :::; vkg
?????????? 1???.
?????, EXTu???? vi ( 1  i  k )??????????,????????
????? vi+1; :::; vk ???????? 1??????????????? EXPAND
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????????????????. ???, ? 6????????? vi+1; :::; vk ???
????? 1??????????? SUBGvi ??????????, ?? vi ????
???????????? EXPAND?????????????.
??????????, SUBGvk 1 ?, ??????????????? 1?????
????. ???, SUBGvk 1 ? 1????????????????????, ???
???????????.
?????????, G(EXTu)??????????, SUBGvi ?????????
?????,
k   (i+ 1) + 1 = k   i
???????. ??????, G(EXTu)?????????????, EXTu ???
????????????, ????????k   i????.
????????, \??????????????????, G(EXTu)??????
?????????????????.
??, ?? vk t 2 EXTu (1  t  k   1)?,
j  (vk t) \ EXTu[k   t; k]j = 1,
????????. ?? vk t ?, ??????, ??????????? 1??????
???????. ???????, ??   (vk t) \EXTu[k   t; k]???????? v ?
??. ????, ???? SUBGTAIL ????????.
(vk t; v) =2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL = ;,
(vk t; v) 2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL
=   (v) \ SUBGvk t ,
??,
SUBGTAIL
=   (v) \   (vk t) \ (EXTu[k   t; k] [ SUBGu)
=   (v) \   (vk t) \ SUBGu.
? 5?????????, SUBGTAIL ?????????????????????
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?? ( ??, ??????MCP2 ????, 1413- 1422???? )?, ???????
?????????????????. ( ?????? MCP3 ?????, 1435- 1444
???????????. )
??????MCP3 ?????, ???????? G(EXTu)??????????
?????????????????????.
EXTu ??,
j  (vi) \ EXTuj  k   3 (1  i  k) ?????? vi 2 EXTu, ?????????
???? 2??????? vi ???????,
vi ? vk ??????. (1412?)
??, vi ???????????? 2??,
vk 1, ?? vk 2 ??????????.
(1413, 1414?)
????????????????,
(vk 2; vk) =2 E, ?? (vk 1; vk) =2 E
???. ???, 2?? vk 1, ?? vk ?????????????.
?? vk 2 ??????????,
(vk 2; vk 1) 2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fvk 2; vk 1g) \ SUBGu,
(vk 2; vk 1) =2 E ?????,
SUBGTAIL = ;
????, SUBGTAIL ???? EXPAND??????.
???????????, 1800?? for??????? k   t???????????
?. ??, ?? t?,
?????????????????? t = 3 (1432?),
????????? t = 2?????? (1423?)
?????.
????????????, EXTu ???????? v1; v2; :::; vk 3 ????????
????????????. ????, jSUBGj = , jEXTuj = k ????,
jSUBGvi j  jSUBGuj =    k   1 ( 1  i  k   3 )
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???. ??, ?? vk 2 ?????????,
jSUBGTAILj     k 2
???. ???, ????????????, G(EXTu)?????????????, ?
????????????.
?????????????, EXTu ??????? vi ( 1  i  k ) ????,
j  (vi) \ EXTuj  k   2








??, ?? 6.2.1????, G(EXTu)??????????,
EXTu ??????????, ????????????????????
??????. ?????, ??????????.
EXTu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg
?????,
SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu) (1  i  k)
???. ?? SUBGvi ?, SUBG???? vi ?????????????, ?????
???????,
u; v1; v2; :::; vi 1
?????????.
G(EXTu)??????????, ?? vi ???????? v1; v2; :::; vi 1 ?????
??. ????????????????, ?? 6.2.1???????, vi ???????
? v1; v2; :::; vi 1 ???????????????, G(EXTu)???????????
??????????????????.
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?? 7.2.1 ???? SUBG????, u? G(SUBG)???????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu) (1  i  k)
???????. ????,
jSUBGvi j
 jSUBGuj   j  (vi) \ EXTu[1; i  1]j.
(??) ????,
SUBGvi
=   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu)
= (  (vi) \ EXTu[i+ 1; k]) [ (  (vi) \ SUBGu).
???, EXTu[i+ 1; k] \ SUBGu = ;???. ???,
jSUBGvi j
= j  (vi) \ EXTu[i+ 1; k]j+ j  (vi) \ SUBGuj.
???, ?? u? G(SUBG)?????????????,
j  (vi) \ SUBGuj  jSUBGuj   j  (vi) \ EXTuj
?????????. ?????, ??
j  (vi) \ SUBGuj > jSUBGuj   j  (vi) \ EXTuj
???????,
j  (vi) \ SUBGj
= j  (vi) \ (fug [ EXTu [ SUBGu)j
= j  (vi) \ fugj+ j  (vi) \ EXTuj+ j  (vi) \ SUBGuj
> 0 + j  (vi) \ EXTuj+ jSUBGuj   j  (vi) \ EXTuj
= jSUBGuj.
????, vi ? G(SUBG)??????? u???????. ??? u? G(SUBG)?
???????????????????. ??,
jSUBGvi j
= j  (vi) \ EXTu[i+ 1; k]j+ j  (vi) \ SUBGuj
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= j  (vi) \ EXTuj   j  (vi) \ EXTu[1; i]j+ j  (vi) \ SUBGuj
 j  (vi) \ EXTuj   j  (vi) \ EXTu[1; i]j+ (jSUBGuj   j  (vi) \ EXTuj)
= jSUBGuj   j  (vi) \ EXTu[1; i  1]j. 2
????????, ???????????????????? (???) ??????
???, EXTu ??????? vi ( 1  i  k ) ????,
j  (vi) \ EXTuj  k   2
???. ???, i  2?????,
jSUBGvi j
 jSUBGuj   j  (vi) \ EXTu[1; i  1]j
 jSUBGuj   i+ 2.
??, SUBGv3 ???????????? 1???????.
?? 6.2.1???, G(EXTu)?????, ?? k ??????????, ??????
?????????????, ??????????????????????????
?. ?? 7.2.1?, G(EXTu)??????, ?? k ?????????????????
???????????. ?????, ??????,




???????????, k ??????????????????, ???????
???????????????????. ????? 6??????, k = 4????
?????????????????, ????? \?????????. ??????
?, k ???????????????????, ?? \????????.
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?????????? k ????, ???????????????????????
???. ????MCP3 ?????,
(A) G(EXTu)????? ( (vk 1; vk) 2 E ), ?? k 6= 3; 4; 5?????:
??,
G(EXTu)?????? ( (vk 1; vk) =2 E ), ?? k 6= 4; 5?????:
?????, ??????????. ??, ??????????????????? \?
???????.
(B) G(EXTu)????? ( (vk 1; vk) 2 E ), ?? 3  k  5?????:
??,




G(EXTu)???????????????, t = 2?????????????. ??




??, EXTu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg,
SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu) ( 1  i  k   2 )
???, G(SUBGvi) ( 1  i  k   2 ) ????????? ui ??? (2007?). ??,
SUBGui =   (ui) \ SUBGvi ,
EXTui = SUBGvi   fuig   SUBGui
???.
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??, ??? vi 2 EXTu ( 1  i  k   2 )??????, ?? (B-0), (B-1), ???
? (B-2)?????????????????.
(B-0) jSUBGui j  jSUBGvi j   2 ?????:
SUBGvi ???? EXPAND ?????. ????, SUBGvi ????? SUBGui
?? 1?????????.
???????, SUBGvi ?????????? 1????. ???????????
?????????, ????????????? (??) ???, ????????.
??,
SUBGvi := SUBGui
???????, ?? L ? ui ?????. ???????, ???????????
? SUBGvi ???? (B-0), ?????? (B-1)???? (B-2)??????????.
(2021 -2023?)
????? 1 ????????, SUBGvi ???????? 1 ??????. ???,
???????????????????????. ??, ?????????????,
?????????????? 2???. ????, jLj  2, ???? 2???????
????????, ????????, SUBGvi ???? EXPAND?????. ( 2024
? ) (B-0)???? 1?????????? SUBGvi ???? EXPAND??????
???, ?? L ????? vi ???????????? Q ????. ( 2013 ?, ??
2100? )
(B-1) jSUBGui j = jSUBGvi j   3?????:
SUBGvi ????, ???? EXPAND?????. ?????, ?????????







2) 2 E ???????,
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SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fv01; v02g) \ SUBGui ,
(v01; v
0
2) =2 E ???????,
SUBGTAIL = ;
???, SUBGTAIL ????? EXPAND??????.
(B-2) jSUBGui j  jSUBGvi j   4?????:
? 6?, 6.2.3?????, (B)????,
k = 4, ?? G(EXTu)?????
????????????????. ??????, ??????? G(EXTu) ???
??????????????????????.
?????????, ??? 6?, ?? 6.2.3???????, ???????.
?? 7.2.2 SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu) ( 1  i  k   2 )
????, ???????.
SUBGvi ?? !(SUBGu)?????????????????????,
1  i < j  k ???,
SUBG(vi;vj) ( (vi; vj) 2 E )
=   (vj) \ (SUBGvi   fvi+1; vi+2; :::; vj 1g)
=   (vj) \ (SUBGvi   EXTu[i+ 1; k]) ( i+ 1  j  k )
???? k   i ??????????? EXPAND???????????.
??, SUBGvi ??, G(SUBGvi)??????????? ui ?????, ?????
??.
G(SUBGvi) ( 1  i  k   2 ) ????????? ui ?????,
jSUBG(vi;vj)j  j  (ui) \ SUBGvi j   j  (vi) \ EXTu[i+ 1; j   1]j.
(???, ??????????? 6.2.3???????. )
(??)?? 6.2.3???. 2
?? (B-2)??????????, vi ????????????? ???? EXPAND
??????, ??, ???????????????????, ???????????
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???????????????????????????. ????, ???????
???????????????????????????????????, ??? ?
????? ????. ???????, ??????MCP3 ?????,
i = k   2,
?? vk 2 ????????????????? (2004?).
??????, i = k  2???, SUBGvk 2 ???? (B-2)????????????
????.
??, ???? A?,
A =   (vk 2) \ fvi+1; :::; vkg =   (vk 2) \ EXTu[i+ 1; k],
??, ?? vi ?????????????, vi ?????????????. ( ???, A
????? EXTu[i+ 1; k] ??????????????????. )
?? (B-0)???????, ui ??? A???????????. ????, (B-2)?
???????,
A =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i+ 1; k]  L)
???. ( 2009? ) ?? A???, SUBGvk 2 ?,
SUBG(vk 2;A[j]) :=   (A[j]) \ (SUBGvk 2  A[1; j   1]) ( 1  j  jAj )
???? k   (k   2) = 2??????????, ???????? EXPAND????
?. ( 2012- 2015? )
i = k   2 ?? G(EXTu)??????????,
A = fvk 1; vkg,
??, ?????????? 2????.
i = k   2 ?? G(EXTu)???????????,
A  fvk 1; vkg
???. ???, (B-0)???? 1???????, (B-2)?????????, G(EXTu)
?????????????, A = ;?????. ??????, SUBGvk 2 ?????
?? EXPAND?????. ( 2010? )




?? 7.2.3 SUBGvi =   (vi) \ (EXTu[i; k] [ SUBGu),
(vi; vi+1) 2 E ???. ???,








SUBGvi+1  SUBGvi .
???, ?? 2.2.3??????????.
jRj = 1?????,
??, SUBGvi+1 ????????????Q????, Q??? vi+1 ?????. ?
??,
!(SUBGvi+1) > !(SUBGvi)
?????????, ?? 2.2.4 ???, Q ? R ?????? 1 ??????. ??,
(vi; vi+1) 2 E ??,
(Q R) [ fvi+1g  SUBGvi .
???,
!(SUBGvi)
 j(Q R) [ fvi+1gj
= jQj
= !(SUBGvi+1).
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?????????. 2
MCP3 ?????, ???????? G(EXTu) ????????????????
??????????.
EXTu ????, 1403-1415 ???????????, ?? (vk 1; vk) 2 E ????
??, EXTu ???????????????. ??, G(EXTu) ????????. ?
??,
j(   (vk)    (vk 1) ) \ SUBGj  1
???, SUBGTAIL ???????, vk 1; vk????? v1; v2?????? (1419-1421
?).
??????????
jSUBGv2   SUBGv1 j  1
?????, ?? 7.3.1???,
!(fv1g [ SUBGv1)  !(fv2g [ SUBGv2).
???, ?? v2 ??????????.
??,
R = (   (vk)    (vk 1) ) \ SUBG
????, ?????????????????,
jRj  2





= j ^  (fvk; vk 1g) \ SUBGuj
 jSUBGvk 1 j   fvkg   jRj
= jSUBGvk 1 j   3
 (jSUBGuj   (k   1) + 1)  3
= jSUBGuj   k   1.
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??, SUBGTAIL ??????????.
(vk 1; vk) =2 E ??????? SUBGTAIL := ;?????, ???????????
???, ????????????.
7.2.5 ??
? 7.1???? G = (V;E) (? 3-6????????????, ??????) ???
???????MCP3 ??????, ? 7.2??????????




SUBG0 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
SUBG1f1g = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
EXT 11 = f2; 3; 4; 5g,
SUBG00 = f1g [ f2; 3; 4; 5g [ f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
???, G(f2; 3; 4; 5g) ??????????, 1405-1414 ?????????????.
??,
j(   (5)    (4) ) \ SUBG0j = j;j = 0
?????, 1419-1421???????????, ?? 4 ? 2 ?, 5 ? 3 ???????
??.
SUBG00 = f1g [ f4; 5; 2; 3g [ f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g,
(2; 3) 2 E ?????,
SUBG1TAIL:f2;3g = ;
?????. ???,
jRj = jSUBG1f1g   SUBG1TAIL:f2;3gj = jf6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12gj = 7.
?? Case(c): jRj  3 ?????, SUBG1f1g ?????????????, ????
EXPAND?????.
??, ?? 1????????????????, ??, 6.2.4???????,
Qmax size = 4















1 4 3 7 8 9 10 11 122 65
7 9 8 6 11 1210
6 12 11
11
1, 7, 6, 11 (??)
3 211 5 6
89 12
12
1, 10, 9, 12 (??)
2 6




? 7.2 MCP3 ??????????
???.
jEXT 11 j = jf4; 5; 2; 3gj = 4
??, EXT 11 ?????????, ??,
k   2 = jEXT 11 j   2 = 2
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???. ???, SUBG1f4g (= SUBG1fv1g) ???????? EXPAND?????.
SUBG1f4g = f2; 3; 5; 6; 11g,
SUBG2f4;3g = f2; 5; 6g,
EXT 23 = f11g,
SUBG01f4g = f3g [ f11g [ f2; 5; 6g,
SUBG2f4;3g = f2; 5; 6g,
SUBG3f4;3;2g = f5g,
EXT 32 = f6g,
SUBG02f4;3g = f2g [ f6g [ f5g,
SUBG3f4;3;2g = f5g,
SUBG4f4;3;2;5g = ;,
EXT 45 = ;,
SUBG3f4;3;2g = f5g [ ; [ ;,
SUBG4f4;3;2;5g = ;, (????)
3?????????,
EXT 11 = f4; 5; 2; 3g,
???,
SUBG1f4g = f2; 3; 5; 6; 11g,
SUBG1f5g = f2; 3g,
jSUBG1f5g   SUBG1f4gj = j;j = 0 < 1,
???, ?? 5 ??????????.
SUBG1TAIL:f2;3g = ;, (????)
????.
?????, MCP3 ??????? G??????????? 4???.
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7.3 ?????????
??????MCP3 ????????????????, ??, ??????????
EXPAND0(SUBG)??????????.
EXPAND0(SUBG): ?????? 5? procedure EXPAND(SUBG)????,???
?????? EXPAND(SUBG)????? EXPAND(;)????????????.
?? 7.3.1 EXPAND0(SUBG) ?????????,
O(jSUBGj  jSUBGuj2) ???.
(??) ??????????????? 5 ???? 1409-1434 ?, 1701 ?, ?? 2001-
2026???????????, ?????????????????. ????????
???, 2019-2024 ??????????????, ????????????????
???.
?????????????, O(jSUBGuj)-??????????, 2023 ?????
?????, 2019???????????????, 2019-2024???????????
?. ???????????? 2 ??????. ???, 2001-2026 ????????,
O(jSUBGuj2)-??????????. ????, ?????? 5????, ??????
?. 2
????????, MCP3 ????? T (jSUBGj)????????????????
??.
?? SUBG  V ????, ?? u? G(SUBG)?????????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG,
EXTu = SUBG  fug   SUBGu = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTuj ),
SUBGTAIL =
^
  (fvk 1; vkg) \ SUBGu.
????, ??????????.
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T (jSUBGj)
 T (jSUBGuj) +
k tX
i=1
T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj  jSUBGuj2
(7.3.1)
??,
T (jSUBGj) < T (jSUBGuj) +
k tX
i=1
T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
(7.3.2)
(vk 1; vk) 2 E ?? 3  k  5?????, ??? (vk 1; vk) =2 E, ?? 4  k  5?
??????, SUBGvk 2 ??????????????. (?? ?? 7.3.2(??), ??
????2?, ???3?????????. )
??????????, ??, EXPAND(SUBG) ????????????????
????.
?? 7.3.2 ???? SUBG  V ????, jSUBGj = , C 0 = 104C ???. ???
?, EXPAND(SUBG) ???????? T (jSUBGj) ???????.
T (jSUBGj)  C 020:31443.
(??)   1??????????????
??,  = 1???, ???????????.
??, jSUBGj ??????  ???????????, ?????????????
????????, jSUBGj =  + 1 ??????????
??????, u? G(SUBG)?????????????,
SUBGu =   (u) \ SUBG
???,
jSUBGuj =    k (0  k < )
???.
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????,
jEXTuj
= jSUBG  fug   SUBGuj
= jSUBGj   jfugj   jSUBGuj




?1? k ??????, ???????:
(1-0) k  1?????;
? 4?, ?? 4.3.2 ??, ????? (b) ?????????.
(1-1) k = 2?????;
EXTu = fv1; v2g?????, ?? v1 ? v2 ????????, SUBG???????
???????? SUBGu ?????. ???, (1-1) ?????????????.
v1 ? v2 ???????, ? (7.3.2)???,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< T (jSUBGuj) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + C( + 1)3
 T (   2) + T ((   2)  1) + C( + 1)3
< (2 0:31442 + 2 0:31443 + 10 4)C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 1:1669  C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 20:3144C 020:3144( + 1)3 ( ???, 20:3144 = 1:2434::: )
< C 020:3144(+1)( + 1)3.
???, ????????????.
??, k  2????????????????????.
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???, ????, ?? k  3?????????????????.
(1-2) G(EXTu) ????? ( (vk 1; vk) 2 E ), ?? k  6?????:
? (7.3.2) (t = 2) ??,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3.
?????????,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< C 020:3144( k)(   k)3 +Pk 2i=1 C 020:3144(( k) i+1)((   k)  i+ 1)3
+T (jSUBGTAILj) + C( + 1)3.
???,
jSUBGTAILj
 jSUBGvk 1 j   1
= (   k)  (k   1) + 1  1 (?? 7.2.1??)
= (   k)  (k   1).
???,
T (jSUBGj)









 0:3144(i 1) + 2 0:3144(k 1))C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3
< (1 + 1 2
 0:3144(k 2)
1 2 0:3144 + 2
 0:3144(k 1) + 10 4)2 0:3144kC 020:3144( + 1)3.





????????????? (??? k  6 ???, k = 6 ???? 1:16507::: ???).
???,
T (jSUBGj) = T ( + 1)
< 1:1652  C 020:3144( + 1)3
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< 20:3144  C 020:3144( + 1)3
= C 020:3144(+1)( + 1)3.
(1-3) G(EXTu)??????, ?? k = 3???? k  6?????:
??, EXTu ????,
j  (vi) \ EXTuj  k   3
????? (??, EXTu ?????????? 2 ???????) vi ???????
??????????? 5 ???? 1412-1414 ???????, ??????? vi ?
EXTu ??????? vk ?, ?? vi ??????????? 2?????? vk 2, vk 1
????????. ???, ? (7.3.2) (t = 3) ??,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 3
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3.
?? 6.3.3???, SUBGTAIL 6= ;?????? Case(c)???? T (jSUBGj)????
?????. ????????????,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)




+ 10 4)C 020:3144( + 1)3.
???, k  3????,
k 2+2 0:31443
20:3144k
+ 10 4 < 1:2227 < 20:3144
????????. (??? k  3????, k = 6???? 1:22269:::???. ) ???,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< C 020:3144(+1)  ( + 1)3.
SUBGTAIL = ; ????????????????, ????????????
???, ?????? ?? 7.3.2??????????, G(EXTu)????????
?????,
????? vi 2 EXTu (1  i  k) ????,
j  (vi) \ EXTuj  k   2




 jSUBGuj   j  (vi) \ EXTu[1; i  1]j
?????, 2  i  k   2????,
jSUBGvi j
 jSUBGuj   i+ 2
=    k   i+ 2.
???, ? (7.3.2) (t = 2, SUBGTAIL = ;) ??,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + CjSUBGj3
 T (   k) + T (   k) +Pk 2i=2 T (   k   i+ 2) + C( + 1)3.
?????????,
T (jSUBGj)




 0:3144(i 1)+10 4)2 0:3144kC 020:3144( + 1)3.
= (1+1+20:3144  ( 1 2 0:3144(k 2)1 2 0:3144   1)+10 4)2 0:3144kC 020:3144( + 1)3.
??, ?? 6.2.1?, G(EXTu)??????????????????????????
????. ??????????? 7.2.1 ???????????, G(EXTu) ????
????????, ?????????????????.
?? k = 3???? k  6????,
(1 + 1 + 20:3144  ( 1 2 0:3144(k 2)1 2 0:3144   1) + 10 4)2 0:3144k < 1:205 < 20:3144
?????. (??? k = 3???? k  6???, k = 6???? 1:2039:::???. )
???, (1-2) ????,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
 C 020:3144(+1)( + 1)3.
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??????, k = jEXTuj??????, ???????????, ????????
?????????????????, ??????????????????????
?????. ???, ?????????????????????????, ?? 2 ?
????.
G(EXTu)?????, ?? 3  k  5?????
??,
G(EXTu)??????, ?? 4  k  5,
??,
t = 2, ??, ?? (1-3) ?????,
????? vi 2 EXTu (1  i  k   2) ????,
j  (vi) \ EXTuj  k   2
?????
???? 2???????, ?1????????????????????????,
??????????????????. ???, ??????? k ?????????
??, ????????????????, ??????????.
?2? G(EXTu)?????, ?? 3  k  5?????:
? (7.3.2) (t = 2) ??,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3.
??,
(2-1) j(   (vk)    (vk 1) ) \ SUBGj  1 ?????;
1417-1421???????, ????,
jSUBGv2   SUBGv1 j  1.
????, 2002, 2003 ????, SUBGv2 := ; ?????????. ????????,
(1-2)???????
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jSUBGv2 j = 0,
jSUBGTAILj =    k   1
????, 3  k  5???????????????.
(2-2) jSUBGvk   SUBGvk 1 j  2?????;
??, 7.2.4???????, ????,
jSUBGTAILj
= jSUBGuj   k   1.
??,
T (jSUBGTAILj)
 T (jSUBGuj   k   1)
< C 02 0:3144(k+1)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
??, ?? vk 2 ???????????????. ???,
vk 2 ?????????, ???? (B-0) ?(B-2) ???????????????
?, ???????????.
??, (B-0)??????????????????????.
(B-1) jSUBGuk 2 j = jSUBGvk 2 j   3 ?????:
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< T (jSUBGuk 2 j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
< T (jSUBGvk 2 j   3) + T (jSUBGvk 2 j   6) + C( + 1)3. (Case(c)???)
??, G(EXTu)??????????,
jSUBGvk 2 j
 jSUBGuj   (k   2) + 1
= jSUBGuj   k + 3.
???,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< T (jSUBGuj   k + 3  3) + T (jSUBGuj   k + 3  6) + C( + 1)3
= T (jSUBGuj   k) + T (jSUBGuj   k   3) + C( + 1)3
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= T ((   k)  k) + T ((   k)  k   3) + C( + 1)3
< (2 0:3144k + 2 0:3144(k+3))C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144k(1 + 2 0:31443 + 10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
???, 1 + 2 0:31443 + 10 4 = 1:5201:::??, (B-1)????,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< 1:5202  2 0:3144kC 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
(B-2) jSUBGuk 2 j  jSUBGvk 2 j   4?????:
?? G(EXTu)??????????, 7.2.3???????,





j=k 1 T (jSUBG(vk 2;vj)j) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
= T (jSUBG(vk 2;vk 1)j) + T (jSUBG(vk 2;vk)j) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
 T (jSUBGvk 2 j   4) + T (jSUBGvk 2 j   5) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
 T (jSUBGuj   k + 3  4) + T (jSUBGuj   k + 3  5) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
= T (jSUBGuj   k   1) + T (jSUBGuj   k   2) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
< (2 0:3144(k+1) + 2 0:3144(k+2))C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144k(2 0:3144 + 2 0:31442 + 10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
???, 2 0:3144 + 2 0:31442 + 10 4 = 1:4509:::??, (B-2)????,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< 1:451  2 0:3144kC 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
(B-0) jSUBGuk 2 j  jSUBGvk 2 j   2 ?????:
(B-0)??????????,
SUBGvk 2 :=   (uk 2)\SUBGvk 2 ? 2????????, ?????? SUBGvk 2
???? EXPAND ??????. ???, ?????? 2 ??????????
SUBG00vk 2 ????, ?? 1???????????????? 1????. ???,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
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< T (jSUBG00vk 2 j) + 2C( + 1)3
 T (jSUBGvk 2 j   2) + 2C( + 1)3
 T (jSUBGuj   k + 3  2) + 2C( + 1)3
= T (jSUBGuj   k + 1) + 2C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144(k 1)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3 + 2C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144k(20:3144 + 2  10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
???, 20:3144 + 2  10 4 = 1:2436:::??,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< 1:2437  2 0:3144kC 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
??, (B-0) ???? 1 ????????, ?????? 1 ??????????
SUBG0vk 2 ????,




< T (jSUBG0vk 2 j) + C( + 1)3
 T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1) + C( + 1)3
< T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1  3) + T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1  6) + 2C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144(k+1)(1 + 2 0:31443 + 2  10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
(B-2)???????????,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< T (jSUBG0vk 2 j) + C( + 1)3
 T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1) + C( + 1)3
< T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1  4) + T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1  5) + 2C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144(k+1)(2 0:3144 + 2 0:31442 + 2  10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
????????, (B-0)????????????????????????????
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???????. ???, vk 2 ?????????????????????? (B-1)?
?????????????. ???,
Ck 2 = 2 0:3144k(1 + 2 0:31443 + 10 4)
???. ??,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j) < Ck 2C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
1  i  k   3????, ?? vi ???????????????. ????,
T (jSUBGvi j)
 T (jSUBGuj   i+ 1)
< 2 0:3144(i 1)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
????,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3




 0:3144(i 1)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3
+Ck 2C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3
+2 0:3144(k+1)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3
+C( + 1)3.
?? 3  k  5???. ???,
k = 3?????,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) + T (jSUBGv1 j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
< C 020:3144( 3)( + 1)3
+C1C
020:3144( 3)( + 1)3
+2 0:3144(3+1)C 020:3144( 3)( + 1)3.
+C( + 1)3
= (1 + C1 + 2
 0:31444 + 10 4)2 0:31443C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 1:1489C 020:3144( + 1)3
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< 20:3144C 020:3144( + 1)3
= C 020:3144(+1)( + 1)3.
k = 4?????,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
P2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
< (1 + 1 + C2 + 2
 0:31445 + 10 4)2 0:31444C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 1:2432C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 1:2434C 020:3144( + 1)3 (???, 20:3144 = 1:24349:::)
< 20:3144C 020:3144( + 1)3
= C 020:3144(+1)( + 1)3.
k = 5?????,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
P3
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGj3
< (1 + 1 + 2 0:3144 + C3 + 2 0:31446 + 10 4)2 0:31445C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 1:2062C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 20:3144C 020:3144( + 1)3
= C 020:3144(+1)( + 1)3.
??, ??????????????????. ??????MCP3 ?????????
?, ???????????????????? k = 4????????, ??????
0:3144??????.
?3?G(EXTu)??????, ?? 4  k  5?????:
? (7.3.2) (t = 2, SUBGTAIL = ;) ??,
T (jSUBGj)
= T ( + 1)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + CjSUBGj3.
?? t = 2, ?? (1-3)?????,
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????? vi 2 EXTu (1  i  k) ????,
j  (vi) \ EXTuj  k   2
???. ??, vi ?????? EXTu ??????? 1????. ???,
jSUBGvi j  jSUBGuj   i+ 2.
?2? (2-2) ????, ?? vk 2 ???????????????. ???,
vk 2 ?????????, ???? (B-0) ?(B-2) ???????????????
?, ???????????.
??, (B-0)??????????????????????.
(B-1) jSUBGuk 2 j = jSUBGvk 2 j   3 ?????:
?2? (2-2) ???? (B-1) ????,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< T (jSUBGuk 2 j) + T (jSUBGTAILj) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
 T (jSUBGvk 2 j   3) + T (jSUBGvk 2 j   6) + C( + 1)3. (Case(c)???)
??,
jSUBGvk 2 j
 jSUBGuj   (k   2) + 2
= jSUBGuj   k + 4.
???,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< (2 0:3144(k 1) + 2 0:3144(k+2))C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3 + C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144k(20:3144 + 2 0:31442 + 10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
???, 20:3144 + 2 0:31442 + 10 4 = 1:8903:::??, (B-1)????,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< 1:8904  2 0:3144kC 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
(B-2) jSUBGuk 2 j  jSUBGvk 2 j   4?????:
?? (vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????, ????? vk 1; vk ???? vk 2 ?????.
???,
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j=k 1 T (jSUBG(vk 2;vj)j) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
= T (jSUBG(vk 2;vk 1)j) + T (jSUBG(vk 2;vk)j) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
 T (jSUBGvk 2 j   4) + T (jSUBGvk 2 j   4) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
 T (jSUBGuj   k + 4  4) + T (jSUBGuj   k + 4  4) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
= T (jSUBGuj   k) + T (jSUBGuj   k) + CjSUBGvk 2 j3
< 2 0:3144k(2 + 10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
???, (B-2)????,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< 2:0001  2 0:3144kC 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
(B-0) jSUBGuk 2 j  jSUBGvk 2 j   2 ?????:
(B-0)??????????,
SUBGvk 2 :=   (uk 2) \ SUBGvk 2 ? 2????????, (2-2)????,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< T (jSUBG00vk 2 j) + 2C( + 1)3
 T (jSUBGvk 2 j   2) + 2C( + 1)3
 T (jSUBGuj   k + 4  2) + 2C( + 1)3
= T (jSUBGuj   k + 2) + 2C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144(k 2)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3 + 2C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144k(20:31442 + 2  10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
???, 20:31442 + 2  10 4 = 1:5464:::??,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< 1:5465  2 0:3144kC 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
??, (B-0) ???? 1 ????????, ?????? 1 ??????????
SUBG0vk 2 ????,
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< T (jSUBG0vk 2 j) + C( + 1)3
 T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1) + C( + 1)3
< T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1  3) + T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1  6) + 2C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144(k+1)(20:3144 + 2 0:31442 + 2  10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
(B-2)?????,
A 6= ;??????, ?2? ? ???,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j)
< T (jSUBG0vk 2 j) + C( + 1)3
 T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1) + C( + 1)3
< T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1  4) + T (jSUBGvk 2 j   1  4) + 2C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144(k+1)(2 + 2  10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
A = ;?????? (B-0) 1?????????, uk 2 ??? vk 1, ?? vk ????
???????. ??, (vk 1; vk) =2 E ?????,
SUBG0vk 2 =   (uk 2) \ SUBGvk 2
?, vk 1; vk 2 SUBGvk 2 ????????. ???,
jSUBG0vk 2 j  jSUBGvk 2 j   2.
A = ;???, SUBG0vk 2 ??????? EXPAND??????. ???, ?????,
T (jSUBG0vk 2 j)
< T (jSUBGvk 2 j   2) + C( + 1)3
< 2 0:3144k(20:31442 + 10 4)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
????????, (B-0)????????????????????????????
?. ???, vk 2 ?????????????????????? (B-2)???????
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???????. ???,
C 0k 2 = 2:0001  2 0:3144k + 10 4
???. ??,
T (jSUBGvk 2 j) < C 0k 2C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3.
1  i  k   3????, ?? vi ???????????????. ????,
T (jSUBGv1 j) < C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3,
T (jSUBGvi j)
 T (jSUBGuj   i+ 2)
< 2 0:3144(i 2)C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3. ( 2  i  k   3 )
????,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
Pk 2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + CjSUBGj3
< C 020:3144( k)( + 1)3








?? 4  k  5???. ???,
k = 4?????,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
P2
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + CjSUBGj3
< (1 + 1 + C 02 + 10
 4)2 0:31444C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 1:1865C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 1:2434C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 20:3144C 020:3144( + 1)3
= C 020:3144(+1)( + 1)3.
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k = 5?????,
T (jSUBGj)
< T (jSUBGuj) +
P3
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + CjSUBGj3
< (1 + 1 + 1 + C 03 + 10
 4)2 0:31445C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 1:2354C 020:3144( + 1)3
< 20:3144C 020:3144( + 1)3
= C 020:3144(+1)( + 1)3.
????, ???????????,
T (jSUBGj)  C 020:3144(+1)( + 1)3
??????
???, ???????????, ??? jSUBGj????????????2
????, ???????????. ??, ???????????? 3:177?,
1=(0:3144 + 0:0003) = 1=0:3147 = 3:1776::: > 3:177
???.
?? 7.3.1 ??? n  1????????, ???????? ?
  3:177d lgn (d  0: ??)
???????, ?????? MCP3 ????????????????????
O(n1+d)-??????????.
(??) ? 3??? 3.6.1 ?????. 2
NP ???????????????????????, NP ???????????
???????????.
????? G = (V;E)????, ???? ?






????????, ??????MCP3 ????, ????????????????
?????????????.
d ??? n??????????, ????   3:177d lgn (d  0: ??), ????






????. ?????????????? MCP3 ????, ????????????
??.




d ????? G = (V;E) (jV j = n), ?????? n0 (2  n0  n=2) ????,
G(C) ( C  V )?, jCj = n0 ??????????????????,
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C = fc1; c2; :::; cn0g ???. ??,
min d(C) = minfdeg(c1); deg(c2); :::; deg(cn0)g???.
?????????, ???????.





?? 8.2.1 ????? G = (V;E)????, (v; w) 2 E ????? 2?? v; w 2 V ?
?? deg(v)?? deg(w)????????????.
minfdeg(v); deg(w)g  3:177d lgn (d  0 : ??).
????, ?????? MCP3 ????????????????????
O(n2+maxf1;dg)-??????????.
(??) ??, jV j = n, v 2 V ? G???????,
SUBGv =   (v) \ V ,
EXTv = V   fvg   SUBGv = fv1; v2; :::; vkg ( k = jEXTvj ),





< T (jSUBGvj) +
Pk
i=1 T (jSUBGvi j) + CnjSUBGvj2
 nT (jSUBGvj) + CnjSUBGvj2.
???, G(SUBGv)????????? w,
SUBGw =   (w) \ SUBGv
???. ????, jSUBGwj  3:177d lgn ?????, ?? 7.3.1 ???, T (jSUBGvj)







? 8.1 ???? (1)
? O(jSUBGvj1+d) ???. ???, ?? D ???? T (jSUBGvj) = DjSUBGvj1+d ?
???,




< nDjSUBGvj1+d + Cn2jSUBGvj
< Dn2+d + Cn2jSUBGvj
< Dn2+d + Cn2+1





?? 8.2.1??????????, ??? G = (V;E)????? V ??????? 2
?????, ?????????????????????????????. ????,
?????? (????????)??????????????????? (? 8.1 ).
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???, ?? 8.2.1??????, ???????????????????????
????????, ?? 3:177???????????????????????.
??, ????????????????????.
??????G????? V ????, 3  n0 ???? n0 ????, G(C) ( C  V
) ?, jCj = n0 ??????????????????,
C = fc1; c2; :::; cn0g
???. ??,
min d(C) = minfdeg(c1); deg(c2); :::; deg(cn0)g
???,
min d(C)  3:177d lgn
???. ????, ?? 8.2.1???????, ? (8.2.1?)??? 2?, 3?, ...????
??????, ????????? O(n3+maxf1;dg), O(n4+maxf1;dg), ... ???????
????, ????????????????????????.
???, ?? 8.2.1 ??????????, ??? 3 ???????????????
?, ???????????????. ????, ?????????????????
?, ?????????????????????????????????????.




??, ??? O(n3) ?, ????????????????????? 1 ??????.
n0 = 3; 4; :::?????????, ?? 8.2.1????? (8.2.1)???????????
??, ?? 8.2.1????????? 1????????.
?????????, ?????? MCP3 ???????????????????
??, ??????????????????????.




d ????? G = (V;E) ????, (v; w) 2 E ????? 2 ?? v; w 2 V ???
deg(v)?? deg(w)????????????.
minfdeg(v); deg(w)g  3:177d lgn (d  0 : ??).
????, G?????????????,
O(nmaxf2;1+dg)??????????????. c
??????, ?? 0  d  1 ???????????? O(n2), d > 1 ?????




0100: global Q size, Qmax size;
0200: begin
0300: Q size := 0, Qmax size := 0;
0301: sort vertices in V in ascending order with respect to their degrees in G;
0302: let V := fv1; v2; :::; vjV jg; /* an ordered set of vertices */
0303: for i = 1 to jV j do
0304: Q size := Q size+ jfvigj;
0305: EXPAND(  (vi) \ (V   fv1; v2; :::; vi 1g))
0306: Q size := Q size  jfvigj
0307: od
0400: return Qmax size
0500: end of MCPex
?? 8.2.1????????????????, ??????MCPex ???????
6???.
MCP3 ????????????.
??????? G ????, G ????? V ????????? ?? ??????
(0301?).
?????? V ???????????, ???????. ????, ???????
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V ??????. (0305?)
MCPex ?????, V ???????????, ????? SUBG ( V ??????
????????????????. V ????????? SUBG?????, MCPex




?? 8.3.1 ????? G = (V;E)????, (v; w) 2 E ????? 2?? v; w 2 V ?
?? deg(v)?? deg(w)????????????.
minfdeg(v); deg(w)g  3:177d lgn (d  0 : ??).
????, ?????? MCPex ????????????????????
O(nmaxf2;1+dg)-??????????.
(??) ??,
L := fv 2 V j j  (v) \ V j  3:177d lgng
= fp1; p2; :::; pjLjg (????)
???. ??,
V   L = fv1; v2; :::; vjV Ljg
???. V ?????????????????????, ???????, ??????
?????? V ???????. ?????????, pi 2 L (1  i  jLj)????,
SUBGpi :=   (pi) \ (V   L[1; i  1])
???. ??,
vj 2 V   L (1  j  jV   Lj)????,
SUBGvj :=   (vj) \ (V   L  ( (V   L)[1; j   1] ) )
???. ???? V ????????? T (jV j) = T (n)??????????.
T (jV j)
= T (n)
PjLji=1 T (jSUBGpi j) +PjV Ljj=1 T (jSUBGvj j) + Cn2.
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???? Cn2 ?, V ????????????????, ? SUBGpi , ?? SUBGvj ?
?????????????????????.
???????, ??, L????????????????????????.
???? L ?????, jSUBGpi j  3:177d lgn ???. ???, ????? E ??
??,




i=1 T (jSUBGpi j)
< jLjEnd
< En1+d.
??, V   L????????????????????????. ?? G??????
?, ??? 3:177d lgn??????????? v ????,
v 2 V   L
???. ??, w 2   (v)????,
j  (w)j  3:177d lgn.
??,
w 2 L
???. L?????????????, V ?? L?????????????. ???,
1  j  jV   Lj????,
SUBGvj = ;.
?????,
T (jSUBGvj j) = T (j;j) = 0.
???,PjV Lj
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= T (n)
PjLji=1 T (jSUBGpi j) +PjV Ljj=1 T (jSUBGvj j) + Cn2.
< En1+d + Cn2
= O(nmaxf2;1+dg). 2





?? 8.4.1 jV j = n???????? G = (V;E), ?????? n0 ( 2  n0  n=2 )
????, G(C) ( C  V )???? n0 ????????????????, C ?,
C = fc1; c2; :::; cn0g
???. ??,
min d(C) = minfdeg(c1); deg(c2); :::; deg(cn0)g
???.
?????????, ???????.
min d(C)  3:177d lgn (d  0 : ??).
??????, G?????????????,
O(nmaxf2;1+dg)??????????????.
(??) ??, ?? 8.3.1 ????????????,
L := fv 2 V j j  (v) \ V j  3:177d lgng,
= fp1; p2; :::; pjLjg (????),
V   L = fv1; v2; :::; vjV Ljg,
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SUBGpi :=   (pi) \ (V   L[1; i  1]), ( 1  i  jLj )
??,




PjLji=1 T (jSUBGpi j) +PjV Ljj=1 T (jSUBGvj j) + Cn2.
L???????????????, ?? 8.3.1 ????????.PjLj
i=1 T (jSUBGpi j)
< jLjEnd
< En1+d.
??, V   L????????????????????????.
?????? vi 2 V   L ( 1  i  jV   Lj )?, V   L????????? n0   2
??????. ???, ?????.
??, ?? vi ? V   L??????? n0   1???????????,
  (vi) \ (V   L) = fw1; w2; :::; wmg ( m  n0   1 )
???. ???? G(fvig [   (vi) )?, ??? n0 ????????????????, ?
? fvig [   (vi)??????????? 3:177d lgn?????. ?????????.
???, ?? L??????????????,
maxfdeg(v1); deg(v2); :::; deg(vjV Lj)g  n0   2.
???, jSUBGj = S (S  1 : ??)?????, MCPex ????,
T (S)  C 020:3144S(S + 1)3 = O(1).
???, ????? F ????,PjV Lj
j=1 T (jSUBGvj j)
< jV   LjF
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?????????????? ?????? ?????
?????? ??? ??????
? 8.2 ???? (3) (n0 = 3?????)
????????????????????????
???? 0 − 1???
?????? ??? ?? ???????????????????
? 8.3 ???? (3) (n0  2?????)
= T (n)
PjLji=1 T (jSUBGpi j) +PjV Ljj=1 T (jSUBGvj j) + Cn2.
< En1+d + Fn+ Cn2
= O(nmaxf2;1+dg). 2
?????, n0 = 2??????? 8.3.1?????????.
?? 8.3.1????????, ??? 3:177d lgn?????????????????
?. ??????, ?? 8.4.1????, ??? n0 = 3???. ????, ??? 3???
???????????????, ??????????????? 1????. ???
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??????,
(v; w) 2 E ?? minfdeg(v); degwg > 3:177d lgn,
????????????????????????????. (? 8. 2).
???????, ??? n0 ???????????????, ???????????
????, ????????? n0  1???????????????????????
??????. ???, n0 ???????????, ????????????????






?????, ??? 3???????????????????? CLIQUES????
??, ???????????????????????MCP0 ????, ???? (1)
???????????.
???? n, ????   0?????????, ?   2:493d lgn (d  0:??)?
??????, ????????? O(n1+d)-????????. ?
??????????????????????, ???? (1)???????.
? 4-7 ??????, ?????? MCP0 ???????????????????
??, ????. ??????????????????????????, ? 7 ???
?????????.
???? n, ????   0?????????, ?   3:177d lgn (d  0:??)?
??????, ????????? O(n1+d)-????????. ?
??, ? 8??????? 7????????, ?????????????????
???????????.
???? n0  2??????????????? G(C) ( C  V ) ????, C ??
?????? v ?,
deg(v)  3:177d lgn (d  0:??)
??????, ????????? O(nmaxf2;1+dg)????????????. ?
???, ?? d  0?, ????? d = 1???????. d = 1?????, ????
???????? O(n2)???. ????, d = 1??????????.
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???????????, G ????? n0  2 ????????????, ????
??????????????????????????.
?????????, ????????????, ?? [22]????????????.
????, d  degenerate???????????, d  degenerate????????
????????, O(nm+ n2d=4)-??????????????????. O()???
???? 2d=4 ?, Robson ? O(2n=4)-???????? ( ?? [94], Technical Report
) ??????????????????. ??????????, d  4lgn?????
?????, O(nm+ n2) = O(nm) ????????????????.
???? 8 ????????, ????????????, ?????????
d0 = 3:177lgn???? d0   degenerate?????????. ???????????
?, ????? d0   degenerate ???? O(n2)-?????????????????
?????.
???, ???????????,
n  1  m
?????. ?? m ?????? (????????) ???, nm ? n2 ??????
??.
??, ??????????????, ? 8?, 8.2? ? n0 = 2?????? 8.2.1?
???, 2011?????????????????? (?? [79]).






?k = jEXTuj??????, ???????????, ??????????????
?????.
?k ???????????????, ??????????????????.
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???, k ?????????????, ?? SUBG ??????????????




??, ??? c?????????, ????????????????????, ??
??????.
???????, MCP0 ?????, ??????????????????????
?????. ??????????????? 2.2.3, ?? 2.2.4, ?? ?? 2.2.5 ???
???. ??????? 4-7???????????????, ???????????
???????????????????. ?????????????.
? 4???? 5??????, ?? 2.2.4?????????????, ?? 2.2.5??
??????, ??????????????????.
? 5???? 6??????, ?????????????????????????
??????????????? (? 6 ?, ?? 6.2.1). ??, ?? 6.2.1 ??? ( ??,
G(EXTu)?????????? )????????. ???????, ???????
????????, ??????????? ( ??, G(EXTu)????? )?????
???????. ???????, ? 5???????????????? (EXTu ??
?? vi ?, ??????) ????????? 2.2.4????, ???????????
???????.
? 6???? 7??????, ? 6???????????????????????
???. ?????, ??????????????????, ???????????
???????????????, ??????????????????. ?????
??, ?? 2.2.4???????? ( ??, G(EXTu)??????????????? )
??. ??, ?? 2.2.3, ??, ?? 2.2.4 ????????? ( ??, ?? vi; vi+1 ???
???????? )?????. ???????, ???????????????.
????????????????????, MCPex ??????????????
??????????. ?????????? c????????, ???????? 1
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????.
?????????????????????, ?? [37] ????, Fomin ??
Measure & Conquer ????????????????. ????????, Measure
& Conquer???????? (????????????????????????. ?
?, ???????. ) ????????? O(20:406n)-??????????????
???????????Measure & Conquer??????????, ????????
???????????? O(20:288n)-????????????? [37]. ?????,
??????????????????????, ?????????????????





? [32]. ???????????????????????????, ????????




???? 3?????????????MCP0 ?, ?? [98]???????????
????????????? CLIQUES???????.
?? [95]????, Shindo-Tomita?????? [98]??????? CLIQUES ??
?, ?????????????????MAXCLIQUE????, ?????????
? O(2n=2:863) = O(20:349n)-???????????. ???????????????
??????????????, ????????????? Tarjan-Trojanowski??
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???????????????.
??????????, ??? [95]?????????????????????. ?
????, ?????????????, ?????????????????????
?????????. ???????????, MAXCLIQUE???? CLIQUES??





??? 6 ?, 7 ???????????????????????, ?????????
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